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HOKUSEIDO TEXT-BOOKS 
are Synonymous with Re-
liability, Convenience, and 
· Efficiency. 
To OUR READERS 
It is a source of intense satisfaction to 
us that our -English text-books have been 
always favourably received by you through 
these years, and we take this opportunity to 
express our most heartfelt thanks for the 
encouragement and guidance given us by 
you, which we are sure have made the cor-
nerstone of our business. As you all probably 
know, our years' efforts have invariably been 
directed to the production of reliable text-
books with worthy contents meeting the 
demands of the day and so shall be. 
We are delighted to tell you that we are 
receiving orders for our books even from 
abroad, a sure evidence of the recognition 
on their part of the worth of our books. 
It is our sincerest hope_ and desire that 
you would continue as hitherto to give us 
your valuable advice and encouragement. 
Tokyo, 1931 Publisher 
一、目録中に各書の表紙の飽裁を婦入しておきま
した。
}、表紙の衣に各書の内容目次之内容の文慢の概
略を示すために各々数頁の質物見本を婦入し
ておきました。
一、各々表紙の裏にカタカナで書名を示しであり
ますのは販貰者の便利のためにしたもので
黒字は電報略競であります。
一、目録中の数科書は年中準備しでありますから
何時御用命になりましても差支へ御座いませ
ん。
一、この目録を常にお備へおき下さいまして何か
と答IJ採用賜はりますゃう偏に御願申上げます
一、この目録を御一覧下さいますれば大捜賓物が
ぉ分りになること、存じますが、更に質物見
本御入用の方へはそれぞれ遁営のものを選び
まして献本いたします。猶ほ審査見本御請求
の際は必十皐校名と先生の御名前を御記入下
さいますゃう切に御願申します。
1. I. Ya·mada: English Grammar. 
2. T. Yamazaki : An English Grammar and Composi-
tion. 
3. F. H. Lee: Simple Practical English Conversa-
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4. 
" " 
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本書の著者山田先生は英文法家として署名なことは
英皐界周知のことでありまして英文法の教授には多 -
年の経験と濫蓄とを有せられ、 t而かも昭和二年より
同五年春まで英吉利jこ留墜3れ只管斯皐研究の結果
三こ、に中皐三回雨準年用の一冊ものとして最も数へ
易〈亭び易〈本書を編纂さ-れたのであります。従来
の英文治教科書にあきたらす、此穏の教科書の出E誌を
期待されて居?と諸先生には本書は完全にその御期待
に添ふ事と確信致しますイ〈御採用の節は詳細な数
師用を御還り申します〉。
ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
BY 
1\V AO YAMADA 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH IN THE PEERS' SCHOOL 
TI-IE HOKUSEIDO PRESS 
はしがき
英文法教科書には二冊ものが多い様ですが、
第一巻で基礎的知識を授け、第二巻では其程度
を高めると云ふことは理想的な遣方の様には思
はれますけれども、時間が不経済な上に思った
耗の交え果も奉げられない様ですから、三四、雨皐
年用として此の一冊ものを編纂しました。
煩墳な分類ゃあまり必要のない規則、術語な
どは出来る?ごけ省きました。
従来の文法書に見る撲な秩序的配列をせす-、
只管数ヘ易〈皐び易い様な I1民序を採りました。
例へば品詞の異った語でも同時に皐んだ方が便
利な場合には之を一括して相互の関係を明かに
し、時間と努力の節約をはかりました。
中皐卒業生の理解力や溌表力が不十亦なのは
主として文章の構造に関する知識の不足に起因
するものと思はれますから、此方面に特に意を
用ひました。
構文を知るには文章の解剖は極めて必要な事
であると思ひますが、従来の解剖の仕方は非常
に繁雑で、あまり費用的?ごとは申しかねますの
で、本書では一つ新しい方法を試みました。 こ
れならば長い複雑な文章でも構文が明瞭に分る
様に解剖することが出来るかと自惚れて居ます。
昭和五年九月
著者識す
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1. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
PART 1 
LESSON 1 
Nounと Pronoun
人叉は事物の名を Noun(名詞)主云ふ。
girl mountain day Ann 
Alps Saturday army wlne 
happiness 
. 
tennis money runnlng 
次の文中にある Nounを指摘せよ。
George 1. of England， while on a joumey on 
the Continent， stopped at a village in Holland. 
The king asked for two or three eggs. They 
were brought him; and the price asked was a 
hundred florins. “How is this ? " asked the 
king;“eggs must surely be very scarce here." 
“Pardon me，" replied the host，“eggs are plentiful 
enough， but kings are scarce." 
2. Nounの中には“box，"“bird"等の知〈一つ
こつと敷へることの出来るものと、 “salt，" 
Noun (naun) 
2 
3. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
"water"等の如く数へることの出来ないものと
ある。
前者に属する Nounには SingularNumber 
(翠数)と PluralN umber (複数)と二つの形
カ3ゐる。
複数の作り方。
(1) 車数の語尾に“-s"を添へる。*
cap boy rose 
caps boys roses 
bat girl bridge 
bats girls bridges 
roof dog horse 
roofs dogs horses 
(2) 但し次の語には“-es"を附げる。*
a) “s，"“x，"“sh，"“ch "にて終る語。
kiss 
kisses 
box 
boxes 
dish 
dishes 
bench 
benches 
但 L
monarchs 
stomachs 
$“-s"又は“-es"は (sJCzJ CS) Cd5コのヨえではにiの
とき芝音し‘共他のj飛車事音のラたでは CsJ.有害音のヨたでは (zコと
稜音する。 有害音とは撃者予に響いて出?二音で-、 喉に指頭セ賞
て L設費すれば震動を感歩、るので容易に分る。
Singular (sIl)gjula) Plural仁pluaral)
6 ENGLISH GRAMIvlAR 
LESSON 2 
Adjective 
6. Nounを修飾する語を Adjective(形容詞)左云
ふ。 修飾するとは或意味を附加するの謂ひで
ゐる。
Adjective の中には Noun を指摘するもの
もあれば、其数量、性質、有様などを表すもの
もゐる。
That old woman is il. 
1 have two gold coins. 
1 see many big white birds. 
This bottle has some water in it. 
(~問自O附
This flower isρrety. 
7. Adjectiveの中でも“a，"
〈連鰐的用法〕
〈注詩的用法〕
“an，"“the 1" は
之を特に Article(冠詞)主名づける。
“A，"“an "は始めて話頭に上る名詞の前
に置くもので、之を IndefiniteArticle (不定冠
詞)と云ふ。 共に“one"の意味ではゐるが其
Adjective G会d5iktiv) Article Ca:tikl) Indefinite (indefinit) 
ADJECTIVE 7 
意逢に弱〈、和諜しないのが普通である。“.l¥" 
は子音*の前に、“an"は母音*の前に置〈。
αpear 
a hawk 
a bottle 
a rudder 
???
?
?
?，
?
?
?
?
???
an oar 
(Gn a削
αyoung aunt 
(boy 
an honest boy 
?
?
?????
? ?
?? ?
???
??
??
??
? ，
?
??????
?
???
〈??
“The" は前後の関係で話を開く人にそれと
定かに分る J設な名詞の前に置き、之を DefInite
Article (定冠詞) と云ふ。 rこの」叉は「そのJ
の意味ではゐるカ言、“thls，"“that"などより
も其意弱〈、普通和諜しない。
*母音とは喉‘舌‘歯、唇等によって遮られぎる有幸子音で、
子音とは是等のを受音器官に遮られて出る無喜子音及び有壁音であ
る。 母音字必歩しも母音に褒音されるとは限らなU、。
Definite (défini~コ
PART 11 
LESSON 1 
Nounの種類
20. 
?
???? dog gtln 
rose rlver 
pen 
COu11try 
の如〈、ーっこっ t数ヘ得ぺきもので其種類の
ものに普〈通じて用ひられる名詞を Common
Noun (普通名詞)之云ふ。
family people 
regiment fleet 
teaロ1
crowd 
Jury 
audience 
の如く集合韓に附けた名を CollectiveNoun (集
合名詞)と云ふ。
]ohn 
]apan 
Thames Alps 'fokyo 
April Sunday Christmas 
の知〈個々に特に附けた名前を ProperNoun 
(固有名詞)と云ふ。 ProperNounは常に Capital
Letterを以て始める。
water 
wood 
自our
glass 
alr 
gold 
??
?
?
?
??
Common (k5manコ Collective(kalektiv'コ Proper(pr5pa) 
26 ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
の如〈定まった形のない物の名を Material
Noun (物質名詞)と云ふ。 是等は物質の名で一
つ二っと数へるこ tが出来ないから不定冠詞を
附けることもなく叉複:数にもしない。“Paper，t 
は如何に小さく引裂いても矢張 “paper" 1こる
ことを失はない、即ち“paper"には定まった形
がないから MaterialNounである。 其量を表
すには“apiece of paper，"“two sheets of 
paper， "“a Cup of tea，"“two lumps of 
sugar， "“three glasses of wineJ" “a loaf of 
bread"などの如き形を用ひる。
?????
?
?
?
tennis 
learning 
peace 
history 
?????
?
?
の如〈性質、動作、状態等の名を Abstract
Noun (抽象名詞)之云ふ。 無形名認でゐるから
不定冠詞も附かず叉複数の形もない。
21. Proper N oun， Material N oun及び Abstract
Nounは CommonNoun叉は CollectiveN oun 
として使はれることがゐる。
He is a Newton. (...の様な人;…家の人〉
He is αMγ.Bγoωη. く…と云ふ入)
Material仁matiarial) Abstract (abstr託ktJ
76 ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
70. " Than "を使はないで比較級の意味を表す
ことカSゐる。
(This同 isb物 thanthat 
This tea is superior to that. 
{~刷 M仰
That is injβ訟rior，tlω'0 this. 
{~ル tea better 
1 t1iψr tea to co妊ee.
71. 慣用句。
Y ou will have to learn al1 these words sooner 
or later. 
We were al more or less excited. 
He did his best. 
She breathed her last. * 
The blossoms were then at tJ'leir best.、
It will take three hours at leαst. 
At best;αt most;αt the latest. 
I… 
1 am 1η1.0ωfα litlルetired. 
* Note : -She breathed her last (breath); he lived 
a happy life; he died a glorious death; they fought 
many battles; we ran a .race; he looked くalook of) 
thanks.の如く動詞がそれと同一語原叉は類似の意味の名詞を
目的語として居る場合には、その目的語ぞ CognateObject 
t云ふ。
COMPAR1S0N 77 
EXERCISE 
。)和誇せよ。
1. 1 have not the least knowledge of French. 
2. 1 never saw a白nerview-
3. The best brewer sometimes makes bad beer. 
4. The night grew darker and darker; the stars 
seemed to sink deeper in the sky. 
5. The song and the laugh grew less and less 
frequent. 
6. He fel il on Monday last and died two days 
later. 
7. The bigger boys went to Kyoto， while the 
smaller boys went to Kamakura. 
8. This is more than 1 can tell. 
b) 英誇せよ。
1. 利根川は此川よりも二十五哩長い。
2. 彼は田川男爵1の長男で私の姉より三つ年上?ご。
3. 吉田は皐校からはどの生徒よりも泣い所に住んで
居る 0
4. Everest山は日本のどの山よりも高い0
5. 多くて五十年以上はか¥らぬだらう。
6. 彼は病気が段々悪くなる。
7. 支那は伊太利の三十八倍ある。
8. 最近の報道によれば損害は案外少い様ピ。
1. baron 
78 ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
LESSON 10 
Verb 
72. Sentenceには五つの基本的形式がゐる。
1. . . . . . .ノ、 • • .スル
Birds 
The sun 
The boy 
向.
shines. 
γal1. 
此形式に属する動詞は其動作を他に及ぼさな
い、即ち其動詞だけで陳述が完全になる。
1. . . . . . ノ、 . . . .スル ? ?
We 
Too strong light 
I 
love 
huγts 
k笥~o叩
him. 
the eyes. 
that 1 am right. 
此形式に属する動詞は其動作を受くる Object
なくしては陳遁が完全にならぬものでゐる。
III-1 ハ! スル| 一…… ?
?
??? se:γzt 
te，αches 
told 
the girl a present. 
us English. 
him that 1 was going~ 
VERB 79 
“Give，"“ send，"“lend，"“pay， " "tell， " 
“bring，"“owe，"“offer" などの動詞は二つ
の Object を要する。 邦語の r(誰)に」に相蛍
するものを IndirectObject と云ひ、 r(何)を J
lこ相官するものを DirectObject t云ふ。
是等二つの Objectの順序を轄換すれば r(誰)
にj に蛍る語の前に前置詞を置かなければな
らぬ。
(I gmhim a book 
1 gave a book to him. 
J He made the boy a kite. 
lHe made a kite for the boy. 
例外:-
He g'ave it (to) me. 
IV. ノ、
• . . . .ノ、
She 
He 
アル
ナル
zs 
beDαme 
ア
ト
an idle girl. 
rich. 
此博文の動詞は Subjectt其説明語とを結合
するもので、其代表諾は“be" と“become" 
Indirect Cindir・ektコ DirectC direkt) 
148 ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
(He叫“She is 吋 ywith you." 
He said (that) she ~vas angry with me. 
f He said to me，“Do you knovv her?" 
lHe asked me if 1 knew her. 
fShe asked me，“Where have you been ? " 
l She asked me where 1 hαd been. 
(He said to me， 
He told me to 
“Stand Ip.' 
stand up. 
c) 動詞の Tenseは Sequenceof Tensesの法
則に従ふo
d) 形容詞、代名詞、副詞も時之場所との移動に
より其場合々々を考へて愛ヘて行かなければ
ならぬっ
He said to me，“1 will tel you to・n1orrow."
(共日の中に偉淫するならば〉
He said that he would tel me to・morrow.
く翌日 lこ侍淫するならば〉
He said that he would tel me to-day. 
(後日之や倖達するならば〉
He said. that he would tel me the next day. 
She said，“1 live in this village." 
(共場所-で傍達するならば)
She said she lived in this village. 
。霊つに場所で停達するならば〉
She said she.lived in thαt village. 
156 
litle 
so 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
He is a litle tired to-day. (= slightly) 
1 like him litle. く=not much) 
1 litle expected that he would fail. 
( = not at al) 
Little did 1 dream that it was his father. 
Is (n't) it red? 
(hp it is 
No (， it isn't); it's white. 
Y ou never can have walked， my dear? 
Yes， 1 have. 
Y ou haven't any new potatoes， 1 suppose? 
No， sir， we haven't. 
1 don't know he ever preached there. 
Oh， yes， he did. 
1 am hungry. 
She works hard. 
J ohn will be _ there. 
- So am 1.
- So does her brother. 
- So will James. 
nor He did not go there. - Nor did 1. 
the十 Comparative.
。) rそれにげ」
1 do not like him the 1nore on that account. 
(but 1 do not like him the les. 
He has faults. ~ 
， tnevertheless 1 like him. 
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150. Adjectiveに相賞する語句。
Infinitive 
Participle 
Noun 
Gerund 
Possessive 
Appositive 
Adverb 
Noun+“ed" 
Phrase 
Clause 
A house to let. 
The sleeping child. 
The wounded soldier. 
The summ，er holidays; gold watch. 
*What colour is it? It is no use trying. 
A sleep切g-car.
Brown' s book: his desk. 
Mr. Brown， the 1αwyer. 
1，α仰 01・helplessgirl， cannot do any-
thing. 
The . Romans conquered the Belgians， 
one of the bra'lJest rαces初 aUEurope. 
The house had in its window a sign 
thαt itwαs tolet. 
We should never forget the fact thω 
honestyイsthe best policy. 
It is wrong to tel αlie. 
The school here; the then mayor. 
The blαck-eyed girl. 
The girl with blαfJk-eyes. 
Heαring the neW8， she began to weep. 
The girl who hα8 blαck eyes. 
The day before you came was stormy. 
* oj.what colour;ザnouseの of;r省略したもの。
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(Harry 1 
11. ~両司 ~went.
lfather J I-to a place 
Lhis l-then I-where people (standing 
were~l orl 
l walking about 
I-wa~ting 
12. He saw a room. Lfor the train 
13. 
14. 
L Lwい eemedれωtω山O
as Harry was lookin~ど lし一ofl boxes 
ーしabouthim ¥ 1 and I 
bundles 
who have come 
I-by the train 
15. It is wrong. 
who have left it 
l_here 
rto tel1 a lie.J 
16. She would be happy. 
I-[ifl she had a chiId 
EXERCISE 
衣の文を解剖せよ。
J-til they 
want it 
'-again 
1. This is a true tale about a noble horse that 
saved his master's life. 
2. The Arabs do not live in towns as we do. 


An English Grammar arll Compo3ition編纂の趣意
本書ご傘は，中製校第三第四雨事年に於いて，英
文法と英作文とそ併せ敬授する呂的を以て編纂した
ものであります. 一製年の授業日教を二百日(約三
十三週〉と見て，一週二時間を以て教授し得る見込で
あります.文法は，畢生が自ら議脅し得る程度ぞ標準
とし，柏、詳しく説明して置きましたから，平均一時間
三頁の授業は困難であるまいと思ひます.
従来の英文法教科書は，品詞論が大部分を占め，
構文論は幾分間却されて居るかの様に見受けられま
す. 本書は少し〈趣を異にし，構文論に重きを置き.
そして第一巻そば専ら SimpleSentenceの練習に充
て，第二巻に於いてComplexSentence， Compound 
Sentence ぞ研究するといふ方針により，品詞論もそと
れに遁賞する様雨巻に按排しまし党.
即ち，まづ第一巻前今に於いて SimpleSentence 
の五種の形式を例示し，ついで勤誌の活用を数へ，猶
Tenseの大路，否定文疑問文に於ける WordOrder等
々設き，又各種疑問詞に論及して，作文練習の根祇を
回め，後半に於いて人稽代名詞，名詞，形容詞，冠詞，副
詞の用法を述ぺました.
第二巻に入って， Complex Sentence， Compound 
Sentenceの要素れる各種の Clauseそ設き，その構成
じ必要な接緩詞，関係代名詞，関係形容詞，関係副詞ぞ
論じ，ついで TensesMOJd， Sequence of Tenseを詳説
し，猶 Infinitive，Gerund， Participleに及び，最後に前
置詞の用法を附加へましナこ.
第二巻の巻頭に於いて，第一巻に誘いた Simple
Sentence の構文論そ総括略叙して置きましたから，
第二巻だけを趨まった構文論と見るぎが出来ます.
従って，撃校の欣況により第二巻花けを数授せらる
L も差支ないと信じます.
作文の練習としては，雨巻を jfit;て 800徐の狗
交英誇例題を各庭に挿入しました.これ等の例題は，
共時々に修得したる文法上の知識イ並立ちに隠用する
範固に止めた結果，何れも比較的短文でありますが，
短文を正確に書き得る様訓練する事は，英作文の基G窓
会築〈といふ貼から見て，漫然多岐に亙る長文在練習
せしむるよりも，却で必要適切な事であると信歩るの
であります.
本書編纂に際し，中等教育に経験ある諸家の意鬼
そ参考しましたが，潜質際教授に雷り不備不便の拡に
心づかれずこ方々より，御示敬令苔まれざらん事を切笠
致します.
昭和三年九月
山崎貞
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第二章 文の形式
自動詞と他動詞
8. 動詞を大別して衣の二種主する.
( i) Subject自身の動作，状態，性質等を遁
ぺるに止まる動詞を自動詞 (IntransitiveVerb) 
之いふ.
Swallows fly very fast. 
They are birds of passage. 
( i ) Subjectから他に及ぼす動作を表はす動
詞を他動詞 (Tral1sitiveVerb) れ、ふ. 他動詞の
動作を受けるものを表はす名詞(或は其代用)を
客語 (Object) れ、ふ.
Don't strike the dog. 
It will bite you. 
〔注意〉 形式上からいへば 客語を有せざるものを自動詞とい
ひ，客語を有するものを他動詞といふ.
完全自動詞一一文の第一形式
9. 主語t動詞だけで文の意義の完結する場合
の自動詞を完全自動詞 (CompleteIntransitive 
( 12 ) 
Verb)υ、ふ. 完全自動詞による文は，邦語の
『…は.. .するJ，. r..;o3'...するJ など、同じ語j慎
(Word Order)を取る. これを文の第一形式と
名づける.
z 言吾 動 詞
. -は〈が) -する
Farmer Brown Iives in the country. 
He works very hard. 
Every morning he rises wi th the sun. 
不完自動詞一一文の第二形式
10. 主語t動詞だけでは纏まった意義をなさ
ず，別に名詞形容詞等を補って初めて文の意義完
結する場合の自動詞を不完自動詞 (Incomplete
Intransitive V erb) といひ，意味を完結せしむる
~に補ふ語を補語 (Complement) といふー
不完自動詞の主なるものは be，becomeの二
つで，邦語の r.. ・は.. .であるJj， .f.が.• .とな
る』などに嘗り，きたの如き語)偵を取る.これを文
の第二形式と名づける.
( 13 ) 
(1) 
(1) 
三 S喜 動 言司 補
(3) (2) 
-は あ る
(3) (2) 
-が な る
Farmer Brown is very industrious. 
He will become a rich man. 
邑吾
-で
と
不完自動詞の敷は極めて少ししかも何れら
be， becomeの代用と見なすぺきものでゐる.
Beの代用:-
1 feel hungry， thirsty， glad， sorry， etc. 
He looks happy， sad， pale， blue， etc. 
He lived a saint， and died a martyr. 
Becomeの代用:一
He got (or grew) angry at my words. 
She grew alarmed and turned pale. 
He fel (or got) il! 
〔注意〕 く，a)凡て beの類は獄態を表はし， becomeの類は
獄態の開始や表はす.
(b)不完自動詞の補語は主語の設明となるものであるから
これを SubjectiveComplementといふ.
( 14 ) 
完全他動詞一一文の第三形式
11. 主語と動詞之客語之を以て文の意義が
完結する場合の他動詞を完全他動詞 (Complete
Transitive V erb) い、ふ. 完全他動詞による文
は，邦語の r.. .は.• .を.. .するJに蛍り，語順は
きた表の如〈で，これを文の第三形式と名づける.
(1) 
三 語 動 詞 客 語
(3) (2) 
-はくが〉 -する -る?
A dog stole a piece of meat from a 
butcher's shop. He crossed a bridge 
with it in his mouth. 
The King of Atri bought a fihe large belI. 
He hung it up in a tower in the market 
place. 
不完他動詞一一文の第四形式
12. 主語，動詞，客語だけでは交の意義完結
せず，猶外に名詞，形容詞等の補語を必要とする
場合の他動詞を不完他動詞 (IncompleteTransi-
tive Verb) といふ. 不完他動詞による文は，邦
(lS 〉
語の『…が.. .を.. .とするJ，r..が.. .を --E
考へるJ，r..が.. .を…と呼ぶJなどに類すら
もので，衣表の如き語)瞭を取る. これを文の第
四形式と名づける.
(1) 
z 言吾 動 詞 客 歪SE- 補
(4) <21 (3) 
• ÌJ~ する -そ
His industry rnade him rich. 
People called him Dick Whittington. 
The citizens elected him mayor. 
Every man thinks his geese swans. 
S苔
と
Augustus found Rome brick， -and Ieft it 
marble. 
〔注意〕不完他動詞の補語は客語の設明となるものであるから，
これそ ObjectiveComplementとし、ふくcf.~ 10，注意b).
授奥動詞一一文の第五形式
13. 他動詞の中に客語を二つ取るものがゐる.
此類の動詞の代表ともいふぺきは giveで，邦語
の『誰に何を奥へるJに嘗り， r誰に」といふ人を
示す語を間接客語 (IndirectObject)といひ， r何
乙 16 ) 
をJt ~、ふ物を表はす語を直接客語 (Direct Ob-
ject) い、ふ. 此類の動詞を授奥動詞 (Dative
Ver知之いひ，弐表の如き語JI民を取る. これを
文の第五形式之名づける.
(1) 
z E吾 動 E司 間接客語 直接客語
(2) (3) 
...‘ザ 奥へ〉る 』乞 -右?
1 gave the boy a picture book. 
My uncle sent me a silver watch on my 
birthday. 
They offered him a bribe. 
1 will teIl you an amusing story. 
1 bought my litle sister a dol. 
She made her doll a pretty dress. 
〔注意〕 間接客語は副詞の代用と見るぺきもので， to或は for
会伴ふ副詞句に書き直す事が出来る.
1 gave a picture book to位leboy. 
My uncle sent a silver watch to me. 
1 bought a dol1 for my litle sister. 
She made a pretty dress for her doll. 
( 17 ) 
文の解剖
14. 主語，建動詞，補語，客語は文の構成上必
要快〈ぺからざるものでゐるから，これを文の主
要成分 (EssentialElement)れ、ひ，之に封し，主
語，述動詞，補語，客語に附属の語句を修飾成
分 (Modifieめといふ.
文の組織を分解して，先づ主部建部に分ち，其
中から主要成分?こる主語，建動詞，客語，補語を
拾ひ出し猶修飾成分?こる形容詞副詞等がそれぞ
れ文中何れの語に属するかを考へて見るのを文
の解剖 (Analysis) といふ.
仁注意〕 突に各種形式の文の解剖例を示す. 黒字は主要成分
と々示し， 1_は所属関係を示す. 合成動詞，形容伺，副詞勾等は翠
語に分解しないで其債に扱ふ事にする.
(i) 第一形式の文 Ccf.S 9) :一
主 部 建 部
Brown lives 
I-Farmer I-in the country 
works 
He I-hard 
し-very
r凶es
he ヒ5v吋 momingith -the sun 
( 18 ) 
TRANSLATION 
1. 僕はのどがかわいた. 水を一杯持って来てくれ.
2. 僕等は疲努を戚じたから，樹蔭で1休んだ.
3. 父が僕に銀時計を買って〈れ?と.
4. 父は時計をこっ買って，一つ僕にくれた.
5. 何かおもしろい話をして下さい.
6. 箱をあけて見たら窓ヨだった.
7. 世間では3僕を金持と思って居る.
8. 僕等は彼を合長4に選翠した.
9. 君は大層顔色が悪い5; 病気が.
10. 彼女はその知らせを聞いて青く 5なった.
11. 彼は僕を怒って居る;彼は些細の事代6怒る.
12. 彼は僕の事を嘘吐きだといった7.
13. 朝東京を立って夕方仙牽についた.
14. 彼は貧家に生れだが，金をためて急死んだ.
15. 彼は若死をした.
1. under the shade of 5. pale. 
a tree. 6. at trifles. 
2. empty. 7. to caIl. 
3. people. 8. was born. 
4. chairrrlan. 9. rich. 
( 22 ) 
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16. What はそれ自身先行詞を兼ねて， that 
(0γthose) which， the thing (0γthings) which， 
或は al that などの意に用ひられる. 従って
whatに率ゐられる Clauseは一種の NounClause 
である.
What followed was surprising. 
Do you understand what 1 say? 
What 1 have written， 1 have written. 
He saves what (=αI thαt) he earns. 
Y ou have made me what 1 am. 
She is what you cal (0γwhat is called) a 
"modern girl.~' 
Reading is to the mind what food is to 
the body. 
〔注意) (a) Whatの率ゐる NounClauseのApposition
として thatぞ用ひる事がある.
What 1 have promised， that 1 wiU perform. 
(b) Whatが疑問代名詞であるか，関係代名詞であるか，一
寸判別し難き場合がある.
What have you bought? く疑問調〉
Tell me what you have bought. (附属疑問調〉
Show me what you have bought. (関係伐名詞〉
( 29 ) 
17. What は RelativeAdjective tしでも用
ひられ，叉往々 few，litleなどを伶ふ.
1 gave him what (litle) money I had 
about me. 
1 will give you what help is possible. 
1 have sold what (few) things 1 had. 
18. Asは本来接穣詞であるが，きたの三つの場
合に関係代名詞主して用ひられる.
( i ) 前に asゐる場合:-
He is αs brave a soldier as ever shouldered 
a rifle. 
As many children as came were given 
some cake. 
(i) 前に suchゐる場合:-
Do not trust such people as praise you to 
your face. 
Such of you as have finished may go out. 
Such as have plenty will never want for' 
friends. 
He does not possess such， courage as is 
necessary to a soldier. 
Do not read such books as ~you can not 
understand. 
(ii) 前に thesameゐる場合:一
He is engaged in the same work as (0γ 
that) you are. 
He has the 8αme position as (0γthat) you 
have. 
〔注意J(a)此 asに率ゐられる Clause中に省略の行はれ
る事がある.
This colour is the same as that [is]. 
He ga ve the sarneαnsωer as [he had givenl 
before. 
The sailors received the same pay as the soldiers 
[recei v ed]. 
くb) 先行詞が有形物である場合には次の如き区別jがある.
f This is the sαme watch as 1 lost. (同種〉
l This is仇esame watch that 1 lost. (同一)
19. Than が aslこ倣って関係代名詞として
用ひられる事がある.
f There is α8 much money as is needed. 
l There is more money than is needed. 
There are more things in heaVerl and 
く 31 ) 
earth， Horatio， Than are dreamed of .in 
your philosophy. -Shαkespeαγe. 
20. Butは否定を伶った先行詞を受けて，that 
. notの意の関係代名詞として用ひられる.
There is no rule but has exceptions. 
[There is] no man but ers. 
E注憲〕 号たの樗文に於りる but'玄関係代名詞ではない， 打泊
~粂ねずこ接績詞で-ある.
N 0 one is 80 oId but he may learn. 
Nothing is 80 hard but it becomes easy by 
practice. 
EXERCISE 
次の文中の関係代名詞を指摘しその用法を設明せよ‘
1. He has sacrificed what litle health he had for a 
college course. 
2. The great scholars of the 16th and 17th centurie8 
had not 80 many books as we have， but wha七
they had they made a grand use of. 
3. No beast so fierce but has some touch of pity. 
4. What the lion is among beasts， that is the eagle 
among birds. 
5. Habits are easily formed -especially such as 
are bad. 
( 32 ) 
TRANSLATION 
1. 約束した事は履行せねばならぬ.
2. とんだ事をしてすみません1.
3. してしまった事はしかたがない.
4. 彼は稼いただり皆使ってしまふ.
5. 僕のありったりの本(といっても少しだが)皆君
に貸してあげる.
6. これは昨日僕等が見たと同じ犬7ご.
7. 僕は君のと同じ自縛車を持って居る.
8. 僕は伊藤君と岡県芸2の出身!ltご.
9. 僕は伊藤君と同じ先生に就いて4漢撃!)~皐んだ.
10. 此本は初皐者8にもわかる様なやさしい英語で7書
いである.
11. 彼は多譲はせぬが，譲なだりの本は精譲8する.
12. なくて七癖(癖9のない人は無い).
13. 近所中に刊彼佐知らぬ者は一人もない.
14. 彼は使ひきれ必程金がある.
15. 日本の今日あるは武士道の賜物だ.
1. 1 am sorry. 6. beginner. 
2. prefecture. 7. in. 
3. to come from. 8. to read carefully. 
4. under. 9. peculiarity. 
o. Chinese clぉsics. lD. in the neighbourhood. 
(33 〉
関係代名詞のこ用法
21. 関係代名詞には二つの異った用法がある.
( i ) Restrictive U se (限定的用法):-先行詞
を限定する AdjectiveClauseを卒ゐるもの.
(i) Continuative Use (逗叙的用法):-先行
詞を限定するのではなく，単にそれに就し、て附随
的の事柄を迫叙する Co-ordinateClauseを卒。
るもの.
〔注意〕 くa)Continuative Use ~有するは who， which 
のこで， thatは Restrictiveにのみ用ひられる. Continua-
tive Useの関係代名詞の前は必ヂ‘ Commaで仕切る.
くb) Restrictive Useの Clauseは絶封的必要ののもで，そ
れぞ取り除けば原文のいはんと欲する意味が充分に表はれぬ.然
るに ContinuativeUseの Clauseはそれを取り除いても原
文の要鈷だけは完全である.
(W川町油0吋 rstandsE臥坤n
1 will engage him， who understands English. 
This is the boy whom 1 met the other day. 
1 met a boy， whom 1 employed as my 
guide. 
An orphan is a child whose parents are dead. 
Cousin Frank， whose parents are dead， 
( 34 ) 

リー先生は在留英図人中最も事識あり旦つ日本撃生
そよ〈理解して居られその数授法には多年の経験や有せ
られ叉先生の文築の卓絶なることは既に我英撃界に定評
があります。先生が多年の経験から編み出された思想la'1
4じて御応用賜らば光祭に存じます。
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本書編纂の目的は著者が従来日本の皐校で数
授されつ、ある英語舎話番なるものが兎角無味乾
燥に陥り何等生徒の智識慾を助長せんとする努力
のないのな慨され叉一方では日本の皐生が退嬰的
であって外因青年との交際を避ける傾向のあるこ
之を憂へられた結果成るぺ〈平易で而も貫生活に
必要な日常合話営覚えさし、そして日英少年少女
の接近を計り、Tilいては雨図々交の上にも好戚を
賛さうとの目的で編纂せられたものであります。
以上の趣旨によりまして第一巻におきましで
は舞墓を英京倫敦に定め、また第二巻では東京及
葉山等を場面として日英雨園の少年男女が互に睦
しく喜戯談笑するさまる?寓したもので御座います
今後ますます欧米人に接する機舎の多い我皐生を
して如何に外図人と語るぺきか叉如何に外国人と
交際すぺきかといふことを亭ょに際しまして活き
1'-数材として神盆砂からぬこと L存じます。
PREFACE 
I have ventured to publish this little book 
not merely with the object of assisting young 
students of English in easy conversation, but 
with the hope that it may encourage friend-
ship and companionship between the young of 
both our nationalities. Japanese boys and girls 
are rather shy of foreigners of their own age 
and are generally disinclined ·to mingle freely 
with them. They do not understand that the 
difference between the East and West is very 
slight and, in the case of children, is quickly 
bridged over and forgotten. Friendships be-
tween the young are more lasting and durable 
than those of matured age, and much can be 
learned by both from the other. The Japanese 
can learn something of the foreign spirit of 
restlessness and self-reliance, while foreigners 
can also learn much from the quiet courtesy 
and gentleness of the young people of Japan. 
Kojimachi, 1929. 
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BOOK I 
JCHIRO AND CHIYO NAKAMURA 
IN LONDON 
AN ENGLISH LESSON 
Miss Brown. Good morning, children. 
Ichiro & Chiyo. Good morning, Miss Brown. 
J.'lfiss Brown. Are you quite well, Chiyo ? 
Chiyo. Yes, thank you, I am quite well. 
2 SIMPLE PRACTICAL El\GLISH CONVERSATION 
Miss Brown. How is your dog, Ichiro ? 
Ichiro. My dog is quite well, thank you. 
Miss Brown. What is his name ? 
Chiyo. · His name is Nigger. 
Miss Brown. Why is his name Nigger ? 
Chiyo. He is quite black, so we call 
him Nigger. 
Miss Brown. How old is he ? 
Ichiro. He is eight months old. 
Miss Brown. Will you show him to me 
after the lesson ? 
Ichiro. Yes, Miss Brown, I will fetch 
him after the lesson. 
Miss Brown. Where is he now ? 
Ichiro. He is having his breakfast in 
the kitchen. 
Miss Brown. Do you wash him every 
day? 
Chi yo. No, not every day. 
SIMPLE PRACTICAL ENGLISH CONVERSATION 8 
lchiro. We bath him three times a. 
week. 
Chiyo. Every day we brush and comb 
his hair. 
Miss Brown. Is he very obedient ? 
Ichiro. No, he is not very obedient. 
Chiyo. When he does not obey, we scold 
him, and he is very sorry. 
Miss Brown. Do you sometimes take him 
out for a walk ? 
Ichiro. No, we never take him out into 
the streets. We play with him in 
the garden. 
Chi yo. I have a little kitten, Miss Brown. 
She is quite black. -. She has no 
white hair in her fur. 
Miss Brown. Who gave you the kitten'! 
Chiyo. The baker gave the kitten to the 
cook, and the cook gave her to ,me. 
4 SIMPLE PRACTICAL ENGLISH CONVERSATION 
Miss Brown. Are Nigger and the kitten 
very good friends ? 
.. Chiyo. Yes, they are very good friends. 
Ichiro. Sometin1es Nigger plays too 
roughly with the kitten, and the 
kitten scratches him. 
A STORY 
Miss Brown. Chiyo, you begin first and 
tell me the story which I told you 
· yesterday. 
Chiyo. One day a dog found a piece 
of meat. 
Miss Brown. Where did he find the piece 
of meat? 
Chiyo. He found it in the street. 
Miss Brown. Did he eat it in the street? 
Chiyo. No, he carried it away in his 
mouth. 
Simple Practical 
English Conversation 
for 
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BOOK TWO 
By 
Frank, H. Lee. B. A. oxFORD 
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英京『ロンドン」から日本へ競朝した、二人
の日本の子供と東京在留の英図紳士の子女と面白
〈無邪気に交際する態を寓したもので彼我子女達
が互に其の家庭を訪問して語らひ、或は牛込透の
夜庇を散歩し乍ら日本の遊華や風俗を談じたり、
また或る夏季には共に葉山の海岸に避暑し海水に
浸りながら嬉戯し、次から次へと種々さまざ、まの
談話を交すといふ少しも無理のない活きた英語舎
話書であります。
PREFACE 
In transferring the two little Japanese 
children from London back to their home in 
Tokyo, I felt that possibly the change might 
render the story-for the book is really a story-
book-more interesting to the boys and girls 
who were destined to learn from it some of 
their lessons. The children are older now, and 
have grown with those who read of them be-
fore, when they too were younger. 
I rather hoped, too, that a certain fresh-
ness might be added to the narrative when 
continued in spots and places familiar to so 
many of my readers. 
In conclusion I should like to say that in 
this book and the previous one I have striven 
to avoid that dullness which u11fortunately only 
too often is the mark of a text-book and quickly 
stifles the eager zest for learning so generally 
present in the young. 
Kojimachi, 1929. 
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BOOK II 
lCHIRO AND CHIYO IN TOKYO 
CHIYO COMES TO VISIT CELIA 
Celia. How do you do, Chiyo ? 
Chiyo. I am very well, thank you. 
Celia. Please come in. 
Chiyo. Thank you very much. It is 
very hot to-day. 
Celia. Did you walk here ? 
Chi yo. No, I came by tram. 
Celia. How far is it from your home ? 
Chi yo. It is about half an hour by-
tram. 
Celia. Will you come into the garden ? 
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The garden is cooler than the 
house. 
CHIYO'S .GARDEN 
Chiyo. Your garden is very pretty. 
Celia. I alll very fond of flowers, are 
you? 
·Chiyo. Yes, I am very fond of them. 
·Celia. Have you a large garden at 
your house? 
Chi yo. No, not very large. We have 
· no flowers in it. 
Celia. Why have you no flowers ? 
Chi yo. Our garden is a Japanese gar-
den, with little trees and bushes. 
Celia. I like Japanese gardens very 
much. 
Chiyo. So do I, but I like gardens with 
bright flowers better. Besides, you 
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cannot play in a Japanese garden. 
Celia. Will you sit down in this chair, 
Chiyo? 
Chi yo. Thank you, Celia. It is very 
cool here in the shade of the 
trees. 
Celia. Are you thirsty, Chiyo ? What 
would you like to drink ? 
Chiyo. May I have a glass of water ? 
Celia. Which do you like better, just 
plain water or lemonade ? 
Chiyo. Please do not trouble. Either 
will do. 
Celia. I will tell the maid to bring 
some of both. 
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CELIA INTRODUCES HER BROTHER 
Celia. Here is n1y brother Jack. He 
has just coine home from · school. 
Have you ever seen him before ? 
Chiyo. No, I don't think I have. 
Celia. He is fifteen and a half years 
old. I am just fourteen. My 
birthday was -yesterday. How old 
are you? 
Chiyo. In the foreign way of counting 
ages, I am just fourteen and three 
months. 
Celia. I hope you will like Jack. I 
ani very, very fond of him. He 
is so gentle and kind. 
Chiyo. I am sure I shall if he. is like 
you. 
Celia. Here he comes. Jack, this is 
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CHIYO AND HER MOTHER 
Chiyo. Mother, my friends, Jack and 
Celia Hartley, have just con1e to 
ask n1e to go with then1 to see 
the night shops. May I go with 
then1? 
Mrs. Nakamura. Yes, certainly, you 
n1ay go. I think perhaps Ichiro 
would like to go too. He could 
bring you home. 
Mrs. Nakamura. I will come down in a 
few minutes and you shall in-
troduce the Hartleys to me. I 
have . never n1et thein. 
Chiyo. I will ask them to come in. 
They are waiting in the outer 
hall. Where is Ichiro ? 
Mrs. Nakamura. He is in the garage 
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with the chauffeur. I will send 
one of the maids to fetch him. 
* * * * * * 
Chiyo. Will you come in for a mo-
mer1t ? Mother will be here 
directly. You need not take off 
your shoes. Will you put these 
covers on? 
·Jack. What a lovely house you have. 
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Chiyo. Oh, no. Not very lovely, but it. 
is very comfortable. 
Jack. Do you always wear Japanese~ 
clothes, Miss Chiyo? 
Chi yo. No, not· during the day time, 
only in the evenings. 
Celia. Is your brother back yet from 
his school in Kumamoto ? 
Chiyo. Yes, he came back this moi~ning. 
Jack. Does your brother go to school 
in Kun1amoto ? 
Chiyo. Yes, he could not pass into a 
middle school in Tokyo. You see, 
he is not very good at Japanese. 
We lived so long in England. 
* * * 
* . 
* * 
Chiyo. Mother, n1ay I introduce Mr. 
Jack Hartley and Miss Celia 
Hartley to you. You ·have often. 
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heard me speak of them ? 
Mrs. Nakamura. How do you do ? 
Jack. Quite well, thank you. We 
called to ask if your daughter 
would come with us to see the 
night shops. 
Celia. May she come, Mrs. Nakalllura? 
Mrs. Nakamura. I should like her to go 
very much, because I am pleased 
for her to have nice English 
friends. 
Celia. And we like to have nice 
Japanese friends, don't we, Jack ? 
Jack. Yes, especially when they can 
speak English like Miss Chiyo. 
Chiyo. It is very kind of you to say 
so, Mr. Jack, but I am sorry to 
say that I am forgetting my 
English. I have so little practice 
in speaking. 


PREFACE 
I feel that I owe some slight apology to all 
Japanese students of Englisl1 for venturing to add 
this contribution of mine to the already very con-
siderable number of textbool~:s on English Conver-
sation. The only excuse, however, which I can 
presume to offer is that I have followed a method 
differing to a certain extent from that adopted by 
the majority of authors of such books. It has 
always seemed to me that there is a great lacl{ of 
continuity, with consequent lack of interest, in a 
book largely consisting of more or less discon-
nected w'ords and phrases, which might severally 
be of service in various contingencies. 
I believe the primary idea in the compilation 
of a Conversation Bool{ is that the sentences shall 
be committed to memory by the student, so that 
he shall be able to produce a ready-made question 
or answer should the occasion for its employment 
. 
arise. 
In my opinion, however, to endeavour to 
learn by heart large numbers of such sentences is 
the gravest error which can be made in learning a 
language. Naturally there are a few stock ex-
pressions which must be learnt by the beginner, 
but these are few and easily acquired whilst he is 
still fresh and filled with enthusiasm. 
.. 
11 
This book is a Conversation, Book, but it is 
not filled with sentences to be learned off parrot-
like, but to be read over frequently, so as to 
acquire an English atmosphere. I want the reader 
to put himself in the place of the young J apan·ese 
who is being sent to school in England. I wish 
the reader, as it were, to travel in the boy's place 
and mal{e the boy's friends his own friends. If 
he can do that, he can swim in the sea that washes 
the shores of England, can climb the hills of Scot-
land, and can take his place with English boys in 
an English public school. 
November 20, 1928. F. H. LEE. 
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THE VOYAGE 
ships , with whom it is rather popular. 
As we came along we were accompanied by 
dozens of dusky, very scantily clad native 
children, begging for pennies, and per-
petually crying out, ' 'you my mumma! You 
my puppa, ' ' much to the em bar as smen t of 
Yoshiro. 
59 
Coming back we passed through the Cinna-
mom Gardens, :which are very beautiful but 
have rather a sickly smell in the evening. 
The rickshamen are not Cingalese, but 
Tamils from Southern India. I hear that 
their life is very short and that after a few 
years they die of consumption. 
To-night there will be a dance at the 
hotel, with a Cingalese band which I have been 
is very good. 
The others have gone to lie down so I am 
taking this opportunity of writing to you. 
Please give everyone my best wishes, 
I remain yours truly 
.Charles Allison. 
P.S. Yoshiro asked me to tell you that 
he is having the time of his life. 
* * 
* * * 
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J a in Temple, Calcutta 
Yoshiro. Are you going ashore at Aden, Mrs. 
Allison? 
Mrs. Allison. No, I don't think so. I have been 
two or three times before when going to 
Bombay. When you have been up to the 
tanks, there is n.othing else to see. You 
three had better go. 
Yoshiro. I hear that we shall be in only for 
about four hours. Will there be time enough 
to go to see the tanks ? 
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Mrs. Allison. Oh, yes, plenty. 
Yoshiro. What are the tanl\:s exactly ? 
Mrs. Allison. They are old reservoirs for storing 
water. They are said to have been con-
structed by King Solomon. They l1ad become 
filled up and had disappeared, when they 
were discovered by an English engineer wl1o 
was stationed i11 Aden many years ago. 
Yoshiro. Are they used 11ow? 
Mrs. Allison. No, I don't thinl{ so; they have 
al\tvays been empty \ivhen I have seen them. 
Probably in ancient times the climate \vas 
different and it rained more frequently. It 
practically never rains now. 
Yoshiro. Where do they get \tvater from? 
Mrs. Allison. They use distilled water now. You 
can tal\:e a car and drive up there. It is 
quite a pretty spot on the other side of the 
hills which form the defences of Aden. You 
go through a long tunnel which is closed at 
night with heavy gates. 
* * * 
* * 
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Charlie. We entered the Red Sea early this 
morning. The chief officer says we are 
lucky to have a l1ead wind, otl1erwise it 
would be most unbearably hot. He told 
me that sometimes they have had to turn 
the ship round and steam in the opposite 
direction, when they have had a following 
wi11d, so as to cool the ship. The Lascars. 
in the engine-room suffer so much from the 
heat that they often have to carry them up. 
on deck in a fai11ting condition. 
Mrs. Allison. There is a signal station and light-
house just at the entrance of the Red Sea. 
called Perim. Many years -ago a P. & 0. 
ship was wrecked there. She mistool( the 
light and ran on the rocks. · 
Charlie. Y oshiro, you can just see the coast 
line dimly on the rigl1t, or Starboard as sailors 
call it, with the mountains in the far distance. 
Somewhere tl1ere is Jeddah, the port of 
Mecca. It is there that the pilgrims for 
Mecca land. 
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Yoshiro. Isn't Mecca the sacred city of the Arabs? 
Mrs. Allison. Yes, but it is the sacred city of all 
Mohommedans. In Mecca there is · a tiny 
n1osque, called the Kaaba, in the wall of 
which is the famous black stone, said .to have 
fallen from beneath the throne of God. No 
one who is not a Mohommedan is permitted 
to enter Mecca. Even during the war the 
British aeroplanes were forbidden to fly over 
the city. Sir Richard Burton \vho translated 
the Arabian Nights, got in in disguise, and 
fought his way amongst the pilgrims to kiss 
the sacred sto11e. 
The Kaaba, Mecca 
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Yoshiro. I hope we shall go through the Suez 
Canal in the daytime, as I am very anxious 
to see it. I have heard so much about it 
at home. 
Mrs. Allison. I expect we shall enter the Canal 
during the night, but the last part we shall 
do in the day, so you will be able to get an 
idea of what a desert is like. 
Yoshiro. Have you been through many times~ 
Mrs. Allison ? 
Mrs. Allison. Yes, a good n1any on my way to 
Bombay. The last time I came througl1 
was just after the war, and the defensive 
works were still standing. There were enor-
mous stacl(s-we call them 'dumps'-of war 
stores of every kind, and quite a number of 
soldiers to guard then1. 
Yoshiro. I suppose it was very necessary to pro-
tect the Canal from the Turks ? 
Mrs. ...4lliso·n. Yes, of course. It also formed 
the line of defence to prevent the enemy 
entering Egypt. 
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Tom Goes to School 
. ERE I come to the saddest 
part of my tale. You may 
think that Tom was quite 
good when he had all things 
tl1at he could want or wish for. 
But it was not so, for he was naughty 
and cross at times. He grew so fond of the 
sea-bull's-eyes and sea-lollipops that he could 
not think of anything else, and longed to 
get more. 
He wished the fairy lady would come 
again_ and give him some. He thought of 
nothing else by day and dreamt of nothing 
else by night. 
One day he watched where the fairy 
kept the sweet things, and found out that 
they were put in a box which sl1e had 
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hidden away in a deep crack in the rocks. 
2. So one night, when all the little 
ones were asleep, and he could not sleep for 
thinking of lollipops, he crept away to the 
place where the box was hidden. 
But, when he saw all the nice things in 
the box, instead of being delighted, he was 
quite frightened, and wished he had never 
come there. 
Then he thought he would only touch 
them, and he did ; then he would only eat 
one, and he did ; and then he vvould eat one 
more, and so on, till he had eaten them all 
up. Then he felt sick. 
And all the while, close behind him, 
stood Mrs. Bedonebyasyoudid. 
' Poor little dear ! ' she said, ' you are 
just like the rest.' But Tom did not hear 
or see her. 
3. Next day, when the fairy came to 
give the sweet things to the water-babies, 
Tom was greatly afraid lest there should be 
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no sweets in the box, for he had eaten them 
all. And he shook from head to foot when 
she looked him full in the face. 
But she had as many as ever in the box, 
and as she gave him his share just like the 
rest, Tom thought she had not found him 
out. 
When he put the sweets into his mouth, 
he did not like the taste of them a bit; 
they m~de him so sick that he had to get 
away as fast as he could. He was very 
sick and very cross all that week. 
The next time that the fairy came he 
had his share as before, and again the fairy 
looked him full in the face, but it was a sad 
look this time. And he could not bear the 
sweets. 
4. And, when Mrs. Doasyouwouldbe-
doneby came, he asked to lie in her arms 
once more. 
But she said, 'I should like to have you 
in my arms, to love you, but I cannot ; you 
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BRITISH ISLES 
1. Introduction 
\miE are starting out this morning upon our 
! ~~~ travels in Europe. Every one who has 
\ ~" ~ eyes to read can make the tour if he 
~-~L will only imagine himself to be one of 
1 our party. We shall cross the Atlantic on an 
ocean steamer and move about from country 
to country and from place to place, now 
climbing through the snows of the Alps, now 
sailing by the ruined castles of the Rhine 
to and the Danube, now standing on the North 
Cape watching the sun shine at midnight over 
the cold Arctic Ocean, and now going up 
from the orange and lemon groves of southern 
Italy to the hot, flaming crater of Vesuvius. 
1s We shall explore the natural features of all 
the great countries, and shall visit their 
peoples in the cities and villages, on the 
1 
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farms, and in the factories, seeing with our 
own eyes who they are, how they live, and 
what they are doing for us and with us in 
the work of the world. 
This is a big undertaking. Europe is the 1 
most important of all the grand divisions, 
although it is by no means the largest. 
Indeed, it is not one fourth as big as Asia, 
and if it could be dropped down upon Africa 
it would cover only one third of that land. te 
It is smaller than any other continent, except-
ing Australia. It is only a little larger than 
the United States, but it has about four times 
as many people, and these people have a 
greater commerce and a much higher civiliza- ~~ 
tion than the inhabitants of any other country 
except our own. 
But first let us look at the globe to find 
out, if we can, why Europe has become such 
an important part of the world. One reason • 
is the place where the continent lies on the 
earth. It is in the heart of the northern 
hemisphere. It is in the center of that part 
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of the world which has the most land, and 
more than seven eighths of the people. More .. 
over, its shores are washed by the north 
Atlantic Ocean, and it has easy access by 
r; waterways to all other parts of the world. 
From the western coast of Europe it is a 
sea voyage of a week or less to the eastern 
ports of our continent, and it is only two 
weeks or a little more to Rio de Janeiro, 
1c Buenos Aires, and other great ports of South 
America. The Panama Canal can be reached 
in about the same time, and this makes an 
easy route to all the lands of the Pacific. 
By sailing east ·through the Mediterranean 
15 Sea, vessels from Europe can pass through 
the Suez . Canal . into the Indian Ocean and 
thus come to Bombay and Calcutta in India, 
and go on to China that way. They can 
steam along the east coast of Africa, and off 
20 to Australia and the many island groups of 
the Pacific and Indian oceans. Indeed, the 
sea is covered with a network of trade routes 
whose center is Europe, and thousands of 
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vessels are always moving back and forth 
connecting that continent with the people of 
all the countries on earth. 
The climate of Europe is much like that 
of the United States. In the far north we ts 
find the cold winters of Alaska ; the middle 
portion is like our northern states, while the 
three large peninsulas at the south have a 
climate like southern California. These penin-
sulas have groves of olives, oranges, and 10 
lemons. Their hillsides are covered with vine-
yards, and in their low valleys the snow 
seldom falls. 
Europe has some of the largest forests of 
the world. It has water powers and ;rich beds 15 
of coal. It has also iron, zinc, copper, and 
lead. The iron and coal often lie so near 
together that manufacturing can be carried an 
cheaply. These · things, aided by the low cost 
of transportation, ·have made the Europeans a 20 
great manufacturing people. 
But there is another reason why Europe 
has become so important- The most fertile 
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soil, the richest mines, and the best location·s 
for commerce are of little value if they have 
not the right kind of people to take advantage 
of them. The Europeans belong to the most 
1> highly civilized of all the world's peoples. 
They are chiefly of the Caucasian race, which 
now makes up nine tenths of Europe and is 
widely spread 0\1er the other continents. The 
race is divided into three branches. 
10 The first of these is the Baltic or Teutonic 
family, with which we are . most cl9sely 
related. It is composed of the English, the 
Dutch, the Scandinavians, and the Germans. 
We shall find these peoples in the northwest 
15 around the Baltic Sea and along .the Rhine 
and the Danube and also in the British Isles. 
Farther south beyond the high range of 
mountains, and in France, we shall travel 
among the Mediterranean or Latin peoples, 
20 · who form the second branch of the Cauca-
sians. Among the ancestors of this family 
were the Greeks and Romans, who had the 
highest civilization of ancient times. To it 
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belong the French, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Italians, Greeks, and Roumanians. 
The third branch of the Caucasian race is 
the Alpine or Slavic. It is composed of the 
Russians, Poles, Czecho-slovaks, Serbs, Croats, 5 
Slovenes, and Bulgarians. These people, for 
the most part, live in the eastern section of 
the great lowland plain. They are not as 
highly civilized as the people of the other two 
branches, but they are the most numerous of 10 
the peoples of Europe. 
It seems strange to think of yellow-skinned 
people as belonging to Europe. Nevertheless, 
Europe has a few of the Mongolian race, such 
as the Finns, who live in the country north 15 
of the Baltic Sea, the Magyars (mod'yors) of 
Hungary, the almond-eyed Tatars along the 
Volga River, and the Turks, who are to be 
found in Constantinople and in parts of the 
Balkan peninsula. 20 
We are especially interested in the 
Caucasian race, because it is the one to which 
we belong. Our ancestors came from Europe, 
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and we are now going to travel in the lands 
of our forefathers. Many of us have relatives 
still living in Europe, and during our journey 
we shall most of the time be visiting children 
f) who might be called our cousins. 
2. Across the Atlantic to Europe 
~~ .. ~:.,..,... E are on a huge ocean steamer moving 
rapidly over the blue sea from Amer-
ica to Europe. It is now two days 
since we said good-by to our friends 
1 at the wharves of New York, waving our 
handkerchiefs from the decks as we steamed 
down through the harbor. We passed the tall 
buildings at the lower end of the city, went 
by the gigantic statue of '' Liberty Enlighten-
10 ing the World," and then coasted along Staten 
Island and on through the Lower Bay. We 
caught our last sight of land at Sandy Hook, 
where we dropped our pilot, and sailed forth 
into the broad Atlantic Ocean. 
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Our route across the Atlantic 
A day later we were far beyond the coast 
of the United States and well out at sea. 
Our first course was towards the northeast, 
and we are now steaming through the fog 
that always hangs over the Banks of New- 5 
foundland, and is formed by the meeting of 
the cold current from the Arctic Ocean and 
the warm waters . of the Gulf Stream. It is 
pitch dark at night and the fog is so thick 
that the foghorn sounds every few minutes, ro 
reminding us that we are on the most 
thronged of all ocean highways, where hun-
dreds of steamers are going to and from 
Europe, and where many fishermen are catch-
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ing cod. We tremble when we think that in the 
fog we might crash into a steamer or run down 
a fishing smack and kill all the people on it. 
We remember also that we are now very 
, near where the Titanic struck an iceberg. 
The Titanic was almost as large as the vessel 
Icebergs are seldom seen south of the Banks of New-
foundland. Some bergs are a mile long. Six sevenths of 
a berg is under the sea. How tall are these bergs? 
on which we are traveling. She was going 
full speed, and the ice ripped her steel hull 
apart as though it were paper. She had 
10 se·veral thousand men, women, and children on 
board. Some of them were saved in lifeboats,. 
but more than fifteen hundred were lost. 
When the fog lifts, we have the good 
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luck to see an iceberg. It is a huge white 
block which has broken off from one of the 
glaciers of Greenland and .is now floating into 
the warmer seas of the temperate zone. The 
berg rises about two hundred feet above the 6 
sea, most of it being hidden in the water. 
Its ragged pinnacles are caught by the sun 
and sparkle like diamonds. It makes us think 
of a floating cathedral whose many towers are 
coated with silver. 10 
The air is now clear and we can see far 
and wide in every direction. The sea is still 
high, but the sun catches the whitecaps as 
the waves race like horses over the ocean. 
We rush from one side of the deck to the 11 
other to watch the smoke of a steamer that 
appears to be rising out of the water afar off 
on the right or the left. N O\V we see a 
whale spout, and now run to the prow where 
a school of porpoises is swimming along in 20 
front of our vessel. 
As we move onward the water grows 
smoother, the weather is fine, and it is easy 
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Stories from English History 
1. Britain in the Old Days 
LONG, long time ago, before 
the English came to live in Eng-
land, the country was called 
y.~;~.....;;:!· Britain, and the people who then 
6 lived in it were called Britons. 
Now you must know, and keep in mind, 
that Britain ·in the old days did not look as 
England does now ; and that the old Britons 
did not live like the English people of our day, 
10 or dress like them, or speak as they speak. 
I am going to tell you about people who 
lived two thousand years ago. Think what a 
long time that is, - a hundred years before 
Christ was born ! 
1s Now, if you had been living in England 
two thousand years ago, what would you have 
seen ? I am sure you cannot tell me, so I will 
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tell you. You would have seen the same hills 
that are to be seen to-day, and the same 
valleys, and rivers and lakes. But little else 
would have been as it is now. 
You would have seen no busy towns, no 5 
quiet, cozy villages, with their church spires 
peeping out above the trees, no farms, no 
orchards or gardens, no paved streets, no 
steam or electric cars, no big cotton mills, and 
no network of telegraph wires. 10 
But instead you would have seen great 
dark forests spreading far and wide, where 
the wolf and the bear had their dens ; and 
broad, still pools where the land was low ; and 
patches of open country that the plough had 1s 
never broken. 
Here and there you might have seen a 
number of huts made of wickerwork and mud, 
with no windows--with only a hole at the top 
to let out the smoke. They were built on the zo 
edge of some forest, with a ditch dug round 
them, or trunks of trees piled up in front of 
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them to keep out the wild beasts. All the 
towns th_ey had were only clusters of such huts. 
And how did the people look, you will 
ask, in those dim, long-past ages ? Well, they 
1 were tall and fair ; they had blue eyes and 
long yellow hair. But they looked like savages, 
and lived like savages. They did not know 
how to read or write. Most of them went 
half-naked, with only the skins of wild beasts 
10 about them ; and they stained their faces, 
arms, and breasts with a blue dye to make 
themselves look fierce. 
They made no coins, but used metal rings 
for money. · They were clever in basket work, 
15 as savage people oft~n are ; and they could 
make a coarse kind of cloth, but their earthen~ 
ware was very poor. 
For boats they had '' coracles," or basket-
boats, made of twisted twigs:· . and covered with 
20 the skins of animals. In these they paddled 
along the riv.ers to catch fish. They killed the 
fish with spears made of wood, or else caught . 
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·them with hooks made of bone. Many· of 
their boats were so light that a man, or even 
a boy, could l!arry one home on his back. 
Many of the old Britons were hunters, 
who lived on the animals they slew, and on ·1 
the wild fruits that grew in the woods. Some 
• 
of them were herdsmen, who lived mostly on 
milk and the flesh of their cattle. A few, who 
dwelt in the south and were less savage, 
tilled little patches of grain, and traded with 1, 
merchants who now and then came over from 
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Fifty Famous Stories 
KING ALFRED AND THE CAKES 
.--· \ 
MANY· years ago there lived in Eng-land a wise 
and good king whose name was A 1-fred. No other 
man ever did so much for his country as he; and 
s 
6 
people now, all over the world, speak of him as 
Alfred the Great. 
In those days a king did not have a very easy 
life. There was war almost all the time, and no 
one else could lead his army into battle so well as 
he. And so, betwe.en ·ruling and fighting, he had a 
busy time of it indeed. 
A fierce, rude people, called the Danes, had come 
from over the sea, and were fighting the Eng-lish. 
There were so many of them, and they were so 
bold and strong, that for a long time they gained 
every battle. If they kept on, they would- soon be 
the masters of the whole country. 
At last, after a great battle, the English arm~, 
was broken up and scat-tered. Everyman had to 
save himself in the best way he could. King Al-
fred fled alone, i-n great haste, through the woods 
and swamps. 
Late in the day the king came to the hut of a 
wood-cut-ter. He was very tired and hungry, and 
he begged the wood-cut-ter's wife to give him some-
thing to eat and a place to sleep in her hut. 
The wom-an was baking some cakes upon the 
hearth, and she looked with pity upon the poor, 
ragged fellow who seemed so hungry. She had 
no thought that he was the king. 
" Yes," she said, " I will give you some supper if 
7 
you will watch these cakes. I want to go out and 
milk the cow; and you must see that they do not 
burn while I am gone." 
King Alfred was very willing to watch the cakes, 
but he had far greater things to th1nk about. How 
was he going to get his army to-geth-er again? 
And how was he going to drive the fierce Danes 
out of the land? He forgot his hunger; he forgot 
the cakes ; he forgot that he was in the woodcut- · 
ter's hut. His mind was busy making plans for 
to-mor-row. 
In a little while the wom-an came back. The 
cakes were smoking on the hearth. They . were 
burned to a crisp. Ah, how angry she was ! 
"You lazy fellow l" she cried. " See what you 
have done! You want some-thi"ng to eat, but you 
do not want to work ! " 
I have been told that she even struck the king 
with a stick; but I can hardly be-lieve that she was 
so ill-na-tured. 
The king must have laughed to himself at the 
thought of being scolded in this way ; and he 
was so hungry that he did not mind the woman's 
angry words half so much as the loss of the 
cakes. 
I do not know whether he had any-thing to eat 
that night, or whether he had to go to bed without . 
8 
his supper. But it was not many days until he 
had gath-ered his men to-geth-er again, and had 
beaten the Danes in a great battle. 
KING ALFRED AND THE BEGGAR. 
AT one time the Danes drove King Alfred fron1 
his kingdom, and he had to lie hidden for a long 
time on a little is-land in a river. 
One day, all who were on the is-land, except the 
king and queen and one servant, went out to fish. 
It was a very lonely place, and no one could get to 
it except by a boat. About noon a ragged beggar 
eame to the king's door, and asked for food. 
The king called the servant, and asked, " How 
much food have we in the house? " 
"My lord," said the servant, "we have only one 
loaf and a little wine." 
Then the king gave thanks to God, and said. 
" Give half of the loaf and half of the wine to this 
, poor man. 
The servant did as he was bidden. The beggar 
thanked the king for his kindness, and went on his 
way. 
In the after-noon the men who had gone out to 
fish came back. They had three boats full of fish. 
9 
and they said, " We have caught more fish to·day 
than in all the other days that we have been on 
this island." 
The king was glad, and he and his people were 
more hopeful than they had ·ever been before. 
When night came, the king lay awake for a long 
time, and thought about the things that had hap-
pened that day. At last he fancied that he saw 
a great light like the sun; and in the midst of the 
light there stood an old man with black hair, hold-
ing an open book in his hand. 
It may all have been a dream, and yet to the king 
it seemed very real indeed. He looked and won· 
dered, but was not afraid. 
" Who are you ? " he asked of the old man. 
" Alfred, my son, be brave," said the man ; "for I 
am the one to whom you gave this day the half of 
all the food that you had. Be strong and joyful 
of heart, and listen to what I say. Rise up early 
in the morning and blow your horn three times, 
so loudly that the Danes may hear it. By nine 
o'clock, five hundred men will be around you ready 
to be led into battle. Go forth bravely, and within 
seven days your en-e-mies shall be beaten, and you 
shall go back to your kingdom to reign in peace." 
Then the light went out, and the man was seen 
no more. 
10 
In the morning the king arose early, and crossed · 
over to the mainland. Then he blew · ·his horn 
three times very loudly; and when his friends 
· heard it they were glad, but the Danes were filled 
with fear. 
At nine o'clock, five hundred of his bravest sol-
diers stood around him ready for battle. He spoke, 
and told them what he had seen and heard in his 
dream; and when he had fin-ished, they all cheered 
loudly, and said that they would follow him and fight 
for him so long as they had strength. 
So they went out bravely to battle; and they 
beat the Danes, and drove them back into their 
own place. And King Alfred ruled wisely and well 
over all his people for the rest of his days. 
KING CANUTE ON THE SEASHORE. 
A HUNDRED years or more after the time of 
Alfred the Great there was a king of England 
named Ca-nute'. King Canute was a Dane; but 
the Danes were not so fierce and cruel then as 
they had been when they were at war \vith King 
Alfred. 
The great men and of-fi-cers who were around 
King Canute were always praising him. 
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Twenty More Famous Stories 
COLUMBUS AND THE EGG 
Christopher Columbus discovered America on the 
12th of October, 1492. He had spent eighteen 
years in planning for that wonderful first voyage 
which he made across the Atlantic Ocean. The 
thoughts and hopes of the best part of his life had 
been given to it. He had talked and argued with 
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sailors and scholars and princes and kings, saying, 
''I know that, _by sailing west across the great ocean, 
·one may at last reach lands that have never been 
visited by E~ropeans." But he had been laughed at 
as a foolish dreamer, and few people had any faith 
in his projects. 
At last, however, the king and queen of Spain 
gave him ships with which to make the trial voyage 
He crossed the ocean and discovered strange lands, 
inhabited by a people unlike any that had been 
known before. He believed that these lands were 
a part of India. 
When he returned home with the news of his 
discovery there was great rejoicing, and he was 
hailed as the hero who had given a new world to 
Spain. Crowds of people lined the streets through 
which he passed, and all were anxious to do him 
honor. The king and queen welcomed him to 
their palace and listened with pleasure to the story 
of his voyage. Never had so great respect been 
sho\\rn to any common man. 
But there were some who were jealous of the dis-
coverer, and as ready to find fault as others were to 
praise. "Who is this Columbus?" they asked, 
"and what has he done? Is he not a pauper pilot 
fron1 Italy? And could not any other seaman sai] 
across the ocean just as he has done?, 
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One day Columbus was at a dinner which a 
Spanish gentleman had given in his honor, and sev-
eral of these persons were present. They were 
proud, conceited fellows, and they very soon began 
to try to make Columbus uncomfortable. 
"You have discovered strange lands beyond the 
·sea," they said. ·" But what of that? We do not see 
fo 
\vhy there should be so much said about it. Any .. 
body can sail across the ocean; and anybody can 
coast along the islands 011 the other side, just as you 
have done. It is the simplest thing in the world." 
Columbus made no answer; but after a while he 
took an egg from a dish and said to the company, 
"Who an1ong you, gentlemen. can make this egg 
stand on end ? " 
One by one those at the table tried the experi-
ment. _When the egg had gone entirely around 
and none had succeeded, all said that it could not 
be done. 
Then Columbus took the egg and struck its small 
end gently upon tl1e table so as to break the shell a 
little. After that there was no trouble in making 
it stand upright. 
"Gentlemen," said he, "what is easier than to 
do this whictt you said was impossible? It is the 
simplest thing in tl1e \vorld. Anybody can do it-
after he has bee1z show1z how." 
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There was once a king of Syracuse \vhose name 
\vas Hiero. The country over which he ruled was 
quite small, but for that very reason he wanted to 
\vear the biggest cru\Vn in the world. So he called 
in a famous goldsn1ith,· \vho \Vas skillful in all kinds 
of fine work, and gave him ten pounds of pure gold. 
"Take this," he said," and fashion it into a crO\\"n 
that shall make every other king want it -for his 
O\vn. Be sure that you put into it every grain of 
the gold I give you, a11d do not mix any other 
metal with it." 
" It shall be as you wish," said the goldsmith. 
" Here I receive from you ten pounds of pure gold; 
within ninety days I \vill return to you the finished 
crown which shall be of exactly the san1e weight." 
Ninety days later, true to his word, the goldsmith 
brought the cro\vn. It _ \Vas a beautiful piece of 
\\York, and all who saw it said that it had not its 
equal in the world. When ·King Hiero put it on 
his head it felt very uncomfortable, but he did not 
mind that- he was sure that no other king had so 
fine a h.eadpiece. After he had ad1nired it from this 
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side and from that, he weighed it on his own scales. 
It was exactly as heavy as he had ordered. 
"You deserve great praise," he said to the gold-
smith. "You have wrought very skillfully and you 
l1ave not lost a grain of my gold." 
There was in the king's court a very \vise man 
\vhose name was Archimedes. \\7hen he was 
called in to admire tl1e king's crown he turned it 
over many times and examined it very closely. 
" Well, what do you think of it? " asked Hiero. 
" The workmanship is indee .. d very beautiful," 
ans\vered Archimedes, "but-but the gold-" 
" The gold is all there," cried tl1e king. " I 
weighed it on. my O\Vn scales." 
" True," said Archimedes, "but it does not appear 
to have the same rich red calor that it had in the 
lump. It is not red at all, but a brilliant yellow, as 
you can plainly see." 
"Most gold is yellow," said Hiero; "but now that 
you speak of it I do remember that when this was 
in the lump it had a much richer color." 
"What if the goldsmith has kept out a pound or 
two of the gold and made up the weight by adding 
brass or silver?" asked Archimedes. 
"Oh, he could not do that," said Hiero; "the 
gold has merely changed its calor in the \Vorking." 
But the more he thought of the matter the less 
--
................... 
... w ........ .. 
·-.. 
'' ' Well, what do you think of it? ' asked Hiero." 
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とれ中皐三四年程度の英語科副議本として本書を編纂
した次第である.
昭和四年初秋
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HAMLET 
H AMLE1., "ras the only son of the King of Den1narl{. He loved his fatl1er 
and mother dearly-and \Vas happy in 
the love of a sweet lady 11amed Ophelia. Her 
father, Polonius, 'vas the King's Chamberlain. 
While Hamlet was away stt1dying at 
·wittenberg, his fatl1er died. Yot1ng Han1let 
hastened l1ome in great grief, to hear that a 
serpent had bitten the King, and that l1e \vas 
dead. The yo11ng Prince had loved l1is fatl1er 
tenderly-so you may judge what he felt when 
l1e fot1nd that the Queen, before yet the King 
l1ad l)een laid in tl1e ground a 111ontl1, had 
1 
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determined to marry again, and to marry the 
dead King's brother. 
Hamlet refused to put off his mourning 
for the wedding. 
"It is not only tl1e blaclr I wectr on my 
body," he said, "tl1at proves my loss. I 
wear mot1rning in my heart for 1ny dead 
father. His son at least remembers him, and 
grieves still.'' 
Then said Claudius, the King's brother, 
'' This grief is unreasonable. Of cot1rse yotl n1t1st 
sorrow at the loss of your father, but " 
'' Al1 ! '' said Hamlet bitterly, ''I ca.n-
not in one little month forget those I 
love.'' 
Hereupo11 tl1e Queen and Claudius left 
him, to malre merry over their wedding, 
forgetting the poor good King who had been 
so· kind to them both. 
And Hamlet, left alone, began to wonder 
and to . question as to wl1at he ot1gl1t to do, 
for he could not believe the story about the 
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snalre-bite. It seemed to him all too plain 
that tl1e wicl{ed Claudius had l{illed tl1e 
King, so as to get the crown and marry the 
Queen. Yet he l1ad no proof, and could not 
accuse Claudius. 
And wl1ile he was thus thinl\:ing came 
Horatio, a fellow student of his, from Witten-
berg. 
''What brought you l1ere? '' asl{ed 
Ham let, ~,v hen he had greeted l1is friend 
lrindly. 
''I came, my lord, to see your father's 
funeral.'' 
''I thinlr it was to see my motl1er's 
weddi11g," said Hamlet bitterly. "My father I 
We shall not loolr upon his lilre again." 
u My lord," answered Horatio, ''I thinlr 
I saw him yesternight.'' 
Then, while Hamlet listened in surprise, 
Horatio told l1ow he, with two gentlemen of 
the guard, had seen the King's ghost on the 
battleinents. Hamlet went that night, and 
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true enough, at midnight, the gl1ost of the 
Ki~g, in the armour he had been wont to 
wear, appeared on the battleiitents in the 
chill moonlight. Hantlet was a brave yot1th. 
Instead of rt1nning away from the- ghost he 
spolre to it-and \vhen it beclro11ed· him, he 
follo,ved it to a quiet place, and tl1ere the: 
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ghost told him that what he had suspected 
was true. The wic1red Claudius had indeed 
l~illed his good brother the King by dropping 
poison into his ear as he slept in his orchard 
in the afternoon. 
''And you,'' said the ghost, ''must 
avenge tl1is cruel murder-on my wicl\:ed 
brother. But do nothing against the Queen, 
for I have loved her, and she is thy mother. 
Re1ne1n ber me.'' 
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Then seeing the morning approacl1, the 
gl1ost vanished. 
"Now," said Hamlet, "there is nothing 
left but revenge. Remember thee-I will 
remember nothing else--bool\:s, pleasure, youth 
-let all go--and your commands alone live 
in my brain.'' 
So when his friends came back, he made 
them swear to lreep the secret of the ghost, 
and then went in from tl1e battlements, now 
grey with n1ingled dawn and moonlight, to 
thinlr how he might best avenge his murder-
ed father. 
The shock of seeing and hearing l1is 
father's ghost made him feel almost mad, and 
for fear tl1at his uncle might notice that he 
was not himself, he determined to l1ide his 
mad longing for revenge . under a pretended 
madness in other matters. 
And when he _1net Ophelia, who loved 
hitrl-and to whom he had given gifts, and 
letters, and many loving words-he behaved 
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THE GORGON'S HEAD 
PERSEUS was the son of Danae, who was the daughter of a king. And when 
Perseus , .was a very little boy, some wicked 
people put his mother and himself into a 
6 chest, and set them afloat upon the sea. The 
wind blew freshly, and drove the chest away 
from the shore, and the uneasy billows tossed 
it up and down ; while Danae clasped her 
child closely to .her bosom, and dreaded that 
10 some big wave would dash its foamy crest 
over them both. The chest sailed on, however, 
and neither sank nor was upset ; until, when· 
night was coming, it floated so near an island 
that it got entangled in a fisherman's nets, 
1s and was drawn out high and dry upon the 
sand. The island was called Seriphus, and it 
was reigned over by King Polydectes, who 
happened to be the fisherman's brother. 
This fisherman, I a1n glad to tell you, 
2o was an exceedingly humane and upright man. 
He showed great kindness to Danae and her 
little boy ; and continued to befriend them, 
until Perseus had grown to be a handsome 
1 
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youth, very strong and active, and skilful in 
the use of arms. Long before this time, King 
Polydectes had seen the two strangers-the 
mother and her child-who had come to his 
dominions in a floating chest. As he was not 6 
good and kind, like his brother the . fisherman, 
but extremely wicked, he resolved to send 
Perseus on a dangerous enterprise, in which 
he would probably be killed, and then to do 
some great mischief to Danae herself. So 10 
this bad-hearted king spent a long while in 
considering what was the most dangerous 
thing that a young - man could possibly under-
take to perform. At last, having hit upon an 
enterprise that promised to turn out as fatally 15 
as he desired, he sent for the youthful 
Perseus. 
The young man came to the palace, and 
found the king sitting upon his throne. 
'' Perseus," said King · Polydectes, smiling 20 
craftily upon him, ''you are grown up a fine . 
young man. You and your good mother have 
received a great deal of kindness from myself 
as well as from my worthy brother the fisher-
man, and I suppose you would not be sorry to 25 
repay some of it." 
''Please your Majesty," answered Perseus, 
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'' I would willingly risk my life to do so." 
'' Well, then," continued the king, still 
with a cunning smile on his lips, ,, ' I have a 
little adventure to propose to you ; and, as 
~ you are a brave and enterprising youth, you 
will doubtless look upon it as a great piece of 
good luck to have so rare an opportunity of 
distinguishing yourself. You must know, my 
good Perseus, I think of getting married to 
10 the beautiful Princess Hippodamia; and it is 
customary, on these _ occasions, to make the 
bride a present of some far-fetched and 
elegant curiosity. I have been a little per-
plexed, I must honestly confess, where to 
15 obtain anything likely to please a princess of 
her exquisite taste. But, this morning, I 
flatter myself, I have thought of precisely the 
article." 
''And can I assist your Majesty in obtain-
zo ing it?" cried Perseus, eagerly. 
''You can, if you are as brave a youth 
as I believe you to be," replied King Poly-
. dectes, with · the utmost graciousness of 
manner. '' The bridal gift which I have set 
25 my heart on presenting to the beautiful 
Hippodamia is the head of the Gorgon Medusa 
with the snaky locks ; and I depend on you, 
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my dear Perseus, to bring it to me. So, as I 
am anxious to settle affairs with the princess, 
the sooner you go in quest of the Gorgon, the 
better I shall be pleased." 
'' I will set out to-morrow morning," 6 
answered Perseus. 
'' Pray do so, my gallant youth," rejoined 
the king. '' And, Perseus, in cutting off the 
Gorgon's head, be careful to make a clean 
stroke, so as not to injure its appearance. 10 
You must bring it home in the very best 
condition, in order to suit the exquisite taste 
of the beautiful Princess Hippodamia." 
Perseus left the palace, but was scarcely 
out of hearing before Polydectes burst into a 1s 
laugh ; being greatly an1used, wicked king 
that he was, to find how readily the young 
man fell into the snare. The news quickly 
spread abroad that Perseus had undertaken to 
cut off the head of Medusa with the snaky 20 
locks. Everybody was rejoiced ; for most of 
the inhabitants of the island were as wicked 
as the king himself, and would have liked 
nothing better than to see some enormous 
mischief happen to Danae and her son. The zs 
only good man in this unfortunate island of 
Seriphus appears to have been the fisherman. 
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As Perseus . walked along, therefore, the people 
pointed after him, and made mouths, and 
winked to one another, and ridiculed him as 
loudly as they dared. 
6 '' Ho, ho!" cried they; ''Medusa's snakes 
will sting him soundly.'' 
Now, ther~ were three Gorgons alive at 
that period ; and they were the most strange 
and terrible monsters that had ever been seen 
10 since the world was made, or that have been 
seen in after days, or that are likely to be 
seen in all time to come. I hardly know 
what sort of creature or hobgoblin to call 
them. They were three sisters, and seem to 
1s have borne some distant resemblance · to 
women, but were really a very frightful and 
mischievous species of dragon. It is, indeed, 
difficult to imagine what hideous beings these 
three sisters were. Why, instead of locks of 
w hair, if you can believe me, they had each of 
them a hundred enormous · snakes, growing on 
their heads, all alive, twisting, wriggling, 
curling, and thrusting out their venomous 
tongues, with forked stings at the end ! The 
ts teeth of the Gorgons were terribly long tusks ; 
their hands were made of brass ; and their 
bodies were all over scales, which, if not iron, 
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were something as hard and impenetrable. 
They . had wings, too, and exceedingly splendid 
ones, I can assure you ; for every feather in 
them was pure, bright, glittering, burnished 
gold, and they looked very · dazzlingly, no 1 
doubt, when the Gorgons were flying about in 
the sunshine. 
But when people happened to catch a 
glimpse of their glittering brightness, aloft in 
the air, they seldom stopped to gaze, but ran 11 
and hid themselves as speedily as they could. 
You will think, perhaps, that they were afraid 
of being stung by the serpents that served 
the Gorgons instead of hair,-or of having 
their heads bitten off by their ugly tusks, -or 11 
of being torn all to pieces by their brazen 
claws. Well, to be sure, these were some of 
the dangers, but by no means the greatest, 
nor the most difficult to avoid. For the worst 
thing about these abominable Gorgons was, • 
that, if once a poor mortal fixed his eyes full 
upon one of their faces, he was certain, that 
very instant, to be changed from warm flesh 
and blood into cold and lifeless stone ! 
Thus, as you will easily perceive, it was 21 
a very dangerous adventure that the wicked 
King Polydectes had contrived for this in· 
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BIOGRAPHICAL STORIES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When Edward ~,emple was about eight 
or nine years old, he was afflicted \vith a 
disorder of the eyes. It \Vas so severe, and 
his sight was natt1rally so delicate, tl1at the 
surgeon felt some apprehensions lest the boy 5 
should beco.me tota1ly blind. He tl1erefore 
gave strict directions to lreep hitn in a darl(ened 
chamber, witl1 a bandage over his eyes. Not 
a ray of tl1e blessed light of heaven could be 
suffered to visit the poor lad. 10 
This was a sad thing for Edward. It 
was just tl1e same as if there were to be no 
more sunshine, nor moonlight, nor glow of 
the cheerful fire, nor light of lamps. A night 
i1ad begun which was to contintie perhaps t5 
for montl1s,-a longer and drearier 11igl1t than 
that wl1icl1 voyagers are compelled to endure 
when tl1eir sl1ip is ice-bot1nd, throt1gl1out tl1e 
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winter, in the Arctic Ocean. His dear father 
and mother, his brother George and tl1e sweet 
face of little ~1nily Robinson, must all vanish 
and .leave hin1 in utter darlrness and solitude. 
6 Their vgices and footsteps, it is true, would be 
heard around him; he 'vould feel his mother's 
en1brace and the }{ind pressure of all tlieir 
hands ; but still it would seem as if they were 
a tl1ousand miles away. 
to And then his studies,-they were to be 
entirely given up. This was another grievous 
trial; for Edward's memory hardly went baclr 
to the period when he had not lrnown how 
to read. Many and many a holiday had he 
15 spent at his boolr, poring over its pages t1ntil 
the deepening twilight confused tl1e print and 
made all tl1e letters run into long words. 
Then would he press his hands across his 
eyes and wonder why they pained him so; 
20 and when the candles 'vere lighted, what was 
the reason that they burned so dimly, lilre 
the moon in a foggy night? Poor little 
fellow I So far as his eyes 'vere concerned, 
he was already an old man, and needed a 
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pair of Rpectacles al1nost as much as his own 
grandfather did. 
And now, alas! the time was come, 
\vhen even grandfatl1er's spectacles could not 
have a.ssisted Edward to read. After a few s 
-bitter tears, which only pained his eyes the 
.more, the poor boy submitted to the surgeon's 
orders. His eyes were bandaged, and with 
.his mother on one side and his little friend 
Emily on the otl1er, l1e was led into a 10 
darkened chamber. 
"Mother, I sl1all be very miserable ! '' 
.said Edward, sobbing. 
" Oh no, my dear child I " replied his 
mother, cheerfully. ''Your eyesight was a 15 
precious gift of Heaven, it is true ; btit you 
would do wrong to be n1iserable for its loss, 
.. even if there "'Tere no hope of regaining it. 
There are other enjoyments besides what come 
.to us througl1 our eyes.'' 20 
"None that are worth having," said 
Edward. 
" Ah, but you will not thinlr so long,,. 
rejoined Mrs. Temple, . witl1 tenderness. ''All 
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of us-your father, and n1yself, and Georger 
and Otlr sweet Emily-,vill try to find occupa-
tion and amusement for yotl. vV e 'viii use all 
our -eyes to mal~e yotl happy. Will they r1ot 
6 be better than a single pair?'' 
"I will sit by you all day long," said 
Emily, in her low, sweet voice, putting l1er· 
hand into tl1at of Edward. 
" And so "rill I, Ned," said George, his 
10 elder brother, '' school time and all, if my 
father will permit rne." 
Ed\\Tard's brother George was three or-
four years older than l1imself,-a fine, hardy 
lad, of a bold a.nd ardent ten1per. He was 
15 the leader of his comrades in all tl1eir enter-
prises and amusen1ents. As to his proficiency 
at study there \vas not much to be said. 
He had sense and ~tbility enough to have 
Inade hi1nself a scholar, but found so Inany 
20 pleasanter things to do that he seldom toolc 
l1old of a boolr with l1is "'Tl1ole heart. So 
fond was George of boisterous sports and 
exercises that it was really a great tol(en o 
affection and sympathy, 'vhen l1e offered to sit 
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all day long ir1 a darlr cl1a1nber with his poor 
brother Ed wrtrd. 
As for little Emily Robinson, she was 
the daughter of one of Mr. Temple's dearest 
friends. Ever since her Inother went to 5 
heaven (wl1ich was soon after Emily's birth), 
tl1e little girl had dwelt in the household 
wl1ere we now find her. Mr. and Mrs. 
Temple seemed to love l1er as well as their 
·O\vn cl1ildren ; for they had no daughter except 10 
Emily ; nor would the boys have l{nown tl1e 
blessing of a sister had not this gentle stranger 
come to teach tl1em what it 'vas. If I could 
sl1ow you Etnily's face, 'vith her darlr hair 
smoothed away frorr1 her forehead, you would 15 
be pleased 'vith l1er loolr of simplicity and 
loving l{indness, but might tl1inl\: that she 
was sornewhat too grave for a cl1ild of seven 
years old. But you would not love her the 
less for that. 20 
So brother George and tl1is loving little 
_girl \vere to be Edward's cotnpanions ~tnd 
playmates wl1ile l1e should be lrept prisoner in 
the darl{ cl1amber. Wb.en the first bitterness 
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of his grief was over, he began to feel that 
there might be some comforts and enjoyments 
in life eve11 for a boy whose eyes were covered 
with a bandage. 
5 ''I thanlr you, dear mother,'' said he witl1 
only a fe\v sobs; ''and you, Emily; and you, 
too, George. Yon will ·all be very lrind to· 
me, I lrnow. And my father,-will not he 
come ahd see me every day?'' 
10 ''Yes, my dear boy," said Mr. Temple;· 
for tl1ough invisible to Edward, he was stand-
ing close beside him. 
l' I will spend some hours of every day 
with you. And as I have often amt1sed you 
15 by relating stories and adventures while you 
had the · use of your eyes, I can do the same 
now that you are unable to read. Will this 
please you, Edward? 
'' Oh, very much,'' replied Edward. 
20 ''Well, the11,'' said his father, ''this even-
ing we will begin the series of Biographical 
Stories which I promised you some time 
ago.'' 
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Exercise I (a) 
1. A book worth reading once is worth reading twice. 
(3, 21)* 
2. The time was when Spain was the first power in 
Europe. (3, 3) 
3. It is true he is a good scholar, but I can't say much 
for his tact as a teacher. (3, 16; 4, 1 7) 
4. They say knowledge is power, and so it is-but only 
the knowldge which you get by observation. ( 4, 9) 
5. The corn makes the carbon fit to eat ; so do potatoes, 
and all the other vegetables and fruits which we 
eat. ( 4, 9) 
6. I know not what course others may take; but as for 
me, give me liberty, or give me death. (5, 3) 
7. I should have taken the poet, had I not known what 
he was, for a sagaciouscountry-farmer.(5, 12) 
8. Now that I do know of your distress, I should indeed 
be ungrateful, did I not render you all help in my 
power. (6, 17; 5, 12) 
9. In plucking wild flowers, he always refrained from 
taking many from one locality, lest he should 
injure the future growth. (1, 5) 
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Exercise 1 (b) 
1. 彼(1胃病ら煩って居る (1，2) 
2. 僕l工叉失敗ll1ぜぬγ ささTl心醍1:(1， 5)
8. 警者l工二三日子供i二外出さぜるなと懸命しれ (1，7) 
4. 苦々が幽震の話たLて居るさ突然電燈ザ消えてあさ (1!jえの聞とすよ
つれ (2，4) 
5. 父が死んたら僕l工事問らやめにゃならぬ (2，10) 
6. 震の家が田舎に住んで居ナ:頃の事1僕(1殆んど覧えて局らぬ
(2， 12) 
7. 彼(1I. <小設讃み耽って夜夏γLらする (2，15) 
8. 彼l工見γげにげは立滋な紳士fご(2，23) 
9. 将来諸君が余の言た聴く時が来るにらう (3，3) 
10. 彼が子供らしいからー暦僕l工好;}に (3，6) 
1. t:ミへ僕が日本ーの金持てものらくらしては屈ない (3，18) 
12. 彼等1例の大撃で諮らして局fこ(4，7) 
13. 僕は徒歩で行γ う一一僕もさうしよう (4，9) 
14. 彼{工蜜柑ら皮ごさ食つ丈しまっt:(4， 10) 
15. 彼(1僕l二金ら貸さうさいつれ (4，24) 
16. (人はどう γ知らねが〉僕fごげ(1何も不平はない (5，3) 
17. 彼1十歳の子供iこしては背が高い (5，18) 
18. 彼には欠践があるがそれにも拘らす、僕(1彼が好きに (5，19) 
19. もう試験が湾んにγ ら呑気に遊べる (6，17) 
20. 叔父が僕iこ金時計たくれるさ約束ltこ(6，23) 


AUTHOR'S PREFACE 
This book is specially dedicated to the boys of the element-
ary schools between the ages of nine and thirteen years, and 
might be entitled : " The Story of a Scholastic Year written by 
a Pupil of the Third Class of an Italian Municipal School." In 
saying written by a pupil of the third class, I do not mean to 
.say that it was written by him exactly as it is printed. He 
noted day by day in a copy-book,. as well as he knew how, what 
he had seen, felt, thought in the school and outside the school ; 
his father at the end of the year wrote these pages on those 
notes, taking care not to alter the thought, and preserving, 
when it was possible, the words of his son. Four years later 
the boy, being then in the lyceum, read over the MSS. and added 
something of his own, drawing on his memories, still fresh, of 
persons and of things. 
Now read this book, boys ; I hope that you will be pleased 
with it, and that it may do you good. 
EDMONDO DE AMIOIS. 
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CUORE 
AN ITALIAN SCHOOLBOY'S JOURNAL 
OCTOBER 
THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL 
Monday, 17th. 
To-day is the first day of school. These 
three months of vacation in the country have 
passed like a dream. This morning my mother 
conducted me to the Baretti schoolhouse to 
have me enter for the third elementary course : 5-
I was thinking of the country, and went un-
willingly. All the streets were swarming with 
boys : the two book-shops were thronged with 
fathers and · mothers who were purchasing 
bags,- portfolios, and copy-books, and in front 10 
of the school so many people had collected, that 
the beadle and the policeman found it difficult 
to ·keep the entrance disencumbered. Near 
ihe door, I felt myself touched on the shoulder : 
2 CUORE 
it was my master of the second class, cheerful, 
as usual, and with his red hair ruffled, and he 
said to me:-
''So we are separated forever, Enrico?" 
5 I knew it perfectly well, yet these words 
pained me. We made our way in with diffi-
culty. The director was surrounded 'by women 
in distress because there was no room for their 
sons, and it struck me that his beard was a 
10 little whiter than it had been last year. I 
found the boys had grown taller and stouter. 
On the ground floor, where the divisions had 
already been made, there were little children 
of the first and lowest section, who did not · 
15 want to enter the class-rooms, and who resisted 
like donkeys : it was necessary to drag them in 
by force, and some escaped from the benches ; 
others, when they saw their parents depart, 
began to cry, and the narents had to go back 
:20 and comfort and reprimand them, and the 
teachers were in despair. 
My little brother was placed in the class 
.of Mistress Delcati: I was put with Master 
Perboni, upstairs on the first floor. At ten 
25 o'clock w·e were all in our classes : fifty-four of 
us ; only fifteen or sixteen of my companions 
of the second class, among them, Derossi. the 
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one who always gets the first prize. The 
school seemed to me so small and gloomy when 
I thought of the woods and the mountains 
where I had passed the summer ! I thought 
again, too, of my master in the second class, 5 
who was so good, and who always smiled at 
us, and was so small that he seemed to be one 
of us, and I grieved that I should no longer see 
him there, with his tumbled red hair. Our 
·teacher is tall ; he has no beard ; his hair is 10 
gray and long ; and he has a perpendicular 
wrinkle on his forehead : he has a big voice, 
and he looks at us fixedly, one after the other, 
.as though he were reading our inmost thoughts ; 
and he never smiles. I said to myself : '' This 15 
is my first day. There are nine months more. 
What · toil, what monthly examinations, what 
fatigue ! " I really needed to see my mother 
when I came out, and I ran to kiss her hand . 
. She said to me :-
'' Courage, Enrico ! we will study toge-
ther." And I returned home content. But I 
no longer have my master, with his kind, 
merry smile, and school does not seem pleasant 
to me as it did before. 
20 
25 
CUORE 
OUR MASTER 
Tuesday, 18th. 
My new teacher pleases me also, since this 
morning. While we were coming in, and when 
he was already seated at his post, some one of 
his scholars of last year every now and then 
5 peeped in at the . door to salute him ; they 
would present themselves and greet him:-
''Good morning, Signor .. Teacher ! " ''Good 
morning, Signor Perboni ! " Some entered, 
touched his hand, and ran away. It was 
10 evident that they liked him, and would have 
liked to return to him. He responded, '' Good 
morning," and shook the hands which were 
extended to him, but he looked at no one ; at 
every greeting his s~ile remained serious, with 
15 that perpendicular wrinkle on his brow, with 
his face turned towards the window, and 
staring at the roof of the house opposite ; and 
instead of being cheered by these greetings, 
he seemed to suffer from them. Then he sur-
20 veyed us attentively, one after the other. 
While he was dictating, he descended and 
walked among the benches, and, catching 
sight of a boy whose face was all red with 
little pimples, he stopped dictating, took the 
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THE 
FABLES OF A:SOP 
1. THE DOG AND THE IMAGE 
A dog once stole a piece of meat out of 
a butcher's shop and ran off with it. Before 
he had gone far he came to a narrow 
wooden bridge over a stream. As he was 
crossing the bridge, he looked doWn and saw 
his own image in the water. 
He thought that it was another dog 
with another piece of meat ; and he made 
up his mind to get hold of that piece also. 
He snapped at the image, dropped his own 
piece of meat, and so lost all. 
THE FABLES OF lE SOP 
2. THE CROW AND THE PITCHER 
A thirsty crow was looking everywhere 
for water, but, no water was to be found. 
In the hayfield under a tree she saw a pitcher. 
She flew to it and looked in. There was a 
little water in the pitcher, 
but she could not 
reach it. 
'' I must have that 
water," thought the crow. 
''How can I get it?" 
She looked all about. In 
the dry brook near by, there 
were stones and pebbles. 
''· Caw, caw, caw," said 
the crow. ''Now I know 
what to do." 
A way she flew to the 
dry brook-bed. Then she 
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brought small stones and pebbles, and 
dropped them, one by one, into the 
pitcher. 
The water rose higher and higher. 
At last it came to the top where she 
could reach it with her bill. 
This story teaches that where there's a 
will there's a way. 
----···~.o.-C). -
3. mE MOUSE, THE CAT, AND mE COCK 
A young mouse, that had not seen 
much of the world, came home one day and 
said, '' Oh, mother ! I have had such a 
fright! I saw a great creature strutting 
about on two legs. I wonder what it was ! 
On his head was a red cap. His eyes were 
fierce and stared at me, and he had a sharp 
mouth. 
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'' All at once he stretched his long neck, 
and opened his mouth so wide, and roared 
so loud, that I thought he was going to eat 
me up, and I ran home as fast as I could. 
I was sorry that I met him, for I had just 
seen a lovely animal, greater even than he, 
and would have made friends with her. She 
had soft fur like ours, only it was gray and 
white. Her eyes were mild and sleepy, and 
she looked at me very gently, and waved 
her long tail from side to side. I thought 
she wished to speak to me, and I would 
have gone near her, but that dreadful thing 
began to roar, and I ran away.'' 
'' My dear child," said the mother, 
''you did well to run away. The fierce 
thing you speak of would have done you no 
harm. It was a harmless cock. But that 
soft, pretty thing was the cat, and she 
would have eaten you up in a minute, for 
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1. THE PIED PIPER 
1. All this happened years ago in a 
little town in Ger~many, called Hamelin. 
2. Hamelin was a pretty little town. 
There were trees in the streets, and a river 
ran by not far away. 
3. But there were a great many rats in 
Ham.elin. They were in the streets, and in 
the houses. They ran upstairs and down-
stairs. They climbed up on the tables, and 
sat on the chairs. They ate great holes in 
the cheeses, and stole the cakes. 
4. .At last the people said, ''We will 
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go to the Mayor and tell him that he mtist 
get rid of the rats.'' 
5. So tl1e people went to the Nfa~yor, 
and found l1im sitting in his big carved 
chair in the town hall. 
6. When he heard that they 'vanted 
him to get rid of the rats, he shrugged his 
shoulders. 
" What can 1 do ? " he asked. 
" At least you might try to do some-
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thing," said the people. " We pay you 
every year. Wl1y don't you do something 
for your money?'' 
7. So the pool" Mayor thought and 
tl1ought, but he could not thinlr of a way 
to get rid of tl1e rats. 
8. Tap, tap. Some one was lrnocl\:ing 
at the door. 
''Perhaps it is a rat," said the Mayor 
to hin1self. 
9. But it was not a rat; it was a 
stranger. He quietly opened the door, and 
entered the room. 
10. He was a queer-loolring fellow. 
Half of his coat was yello'v, and half 'vas 
red. One sleeve was blaclr, and one was 
white. His cap was of many colours. 
Around his neck was hung a silver pipe, 
a11ti now a11d then he lifted it as if to play 
on it. 
11. The strar1ger wallred up to the 
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Mayor. " Sir," he said, " people call me 
the Pied Piper. I can play music that will 
cl1arm all things under the sun. I can 
charm the rain from tl1e clouds ; I can 
cl1ar1n the birds of the air ; I can charm 
tlte fishes of the sea ; I can charm the "\Yild 
beasts that live in the forest; I can-" 
12. " Can you charm rats ? " broke in 
the Mayor. 
'' The King of China had a palace 
overrun with mice. I played on my silver 
pipe, and I called them all away. Shall I 
call away the rats from your town, too ? 
Give me a thousand pieces of gold, and I 
will do it.'' 
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13. "A thousand I " cried the Mayor. 
" You may have five thousand, if you will 
l\ill all the rats.'' 
14. ''Very well,'' said the stranger. 
He went to the door, and taking the sil,rer 
pipe from his neck, he began to play. 
15. And as he played, a wonderful 
thing happened. There came a noise, which 
grew lo11der and lo11der. There were tiny 
squeal{s and shrill squeal{s, soft squeaks 
and loud squealrs. It was the rats coming 
to listen to the music. 
16. They left their holes and their nests, 
their cheeses and their apples. Every rat 
in town came,-big rats, little rats, black 
rats, white rats, gray rats, brown rats. 
17. And tl1ey stood around the Piper, 
and pushed and jostled one another, to get 
nearer to the wonderful music. 
18. When the Piper thought that all 
the rats in Hamelin were there, he walked 
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along the street that led down to the river. 
And the rats followed him, dancing gayly 
along. 
19. Down to the edge of the river went 
the Pied Piper, and into the river went the 
rats, and every one of them was drowned. 
20. Then the Piper hung the silver 
pipe around his neclr once more, and went 
bacl( to the town hall. 
21. There he found the Mayor sitting in 
his big carved ohair. 
" The rats are all dead," he said. 
''Give me my five thousand pieces of 
. gold." 
22. "Nonsense!" said the Mayor. u How 
could you possibly use five tl1ousand pieces 
of gold? We will give you ten pieces.'' 
23. The Piper shook his head. ''You 
promised me five thousand,'' he said. 
"Give me five thousand7 for I have no 
time to lose.', 


ROBINSON CRUSOE 
CHAPTER I 
My name is Robinson Crusoe, and I was 
born in the city of York. When I was 
quite a boy it was my great wish to go to 
sea, as I could not be happy in a quiet life 
at home. 
2. My father and mother tried hard to 
keep me with them, to show me it was best 
for me to make up my mind to live by 
their side and not to go to strange lands 
far from my friends. But in spite of all 
they said I felt I must go forth to see the 
wide world. 
3. When I was eighteen years old, one 
day I went to Hull, and there I met a boy 
whom I knew. His father was captain of a 
ship which was to go by sea to London that 
very day. This boy, who was to sail in her, 
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said to me, '' Will you not come with us, 
Rob?" 
4. As he did all he could to make me 
say I would go, very soon the thought of 
home flew out of my head, and I · went on 
board with him. 
5. When we got out to sea the wind 
rose and a very bad storm came upon us. 
Things got worse and worse till at last one 
of the crew cried out that we had sprung a 
leak and that the ship would soon be full of 
water. Just when we thought our end had 
come and we must all sink into the sea, a 
light-ship that was not far from us sent a 
small boat out to help us. 
6. But so great was the storm that it 
could not get near us ev·en though the brave 
men who rowed it did all in their power to 
pull through the wind and waves. 
7. Then our men threw them out a 
rope with a buoy to it, which they caught 
hold of. We drew them close to our ship, 
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and thus we all got into the boat. We 
were but just in time, for very soon after 
we saw our ship sink. 
8. It took us some hours to reach the 
shore, but at last we did so. When we 
were safe on land my friend told his father 
who I was and how I came to go to sea 
with them. At this the captain said to me 
in a very grave voice, '' Young man, you 
ought never to go to sea any more. You 
should take this as a sign that you ought to 
live at home." 
9. · But I did not pay much heed to his 
words, and when I left him I went at once 
to find · a ship in which to sail again. I 
soon made friends with the captain of one, 
who said I might go with him. I did so, 
and as all went well I had a very nice 
time. 
10. But this was not the case on my 
third trip, for we were met by a pirate 
ship which gave chase to us. We made off 
' 
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as fast as we could, but she caught us and 
at last we had to fight. We all fought 
hard for our lives, but the pirates were too 
many for us, so they beat us. 
11. They broke up our ship and took 
those of us they did not kill as their slaves. 
In this sad state I was taken into port a11d 
was kept by the pirate chief and made to 
work for him. The rest of the men from 
our ship were sent to other places. 
. ' 
' . 
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Gulliver's Travels 
PART I 
A VOYAGE TO LILLIPUT 
CHAPTER I 
CAST ON A STRANGE COAST 
.~, AM going. to tell you of some 
· strange things that I have seen, 
,,~~~~~ and you will no doubt first like 
~--~~ to know who I am and where 
I come from. My name is Lemuel Gulliver, 
and I was born in England. When I grev1 up 
l had a wish to go round the world, and in the 
year 1699 I got a post as doctor on board a 
ship bound for the South Seas, and it is of 
what I saw there that I want to tell you in 
this book. 
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2. For a long time things went all right, 
but one day a great storm drove us far to the 
south, and it lasted so long that twelve of our 
men died from the hard work, and the rest 
were sick. Then came a fog, and as we could 
not see which way to steer, the ship ran on a 
rock and split in two. 
3. Five of the men and I let down a boat 
and left the wreck, but a big wave sank the 
boat, and I lost sight of my poor friends. 
4. I swam, and swam, and swam, and 
just when I felt I must give up, I found I 
could touch the sand. I now knew I was 
safe. I had to walk about a mile through 
the sea, and when I came to the shore I 
lay down on the soft grass, and, worn out, 
went right off to sleep. 
5. When I awoke the sun was shining. 
I tried to rise, but found I could not move 
hand or foot. My legs and arms were fastened 
to the ground by thin but strong cords, a lot 
of which were drawn over my chest and tied 
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to pegs on both sides of me. My hair, \vhich 
was thick and long, was made fast to pegs 
in the sa.me way. All around me was a great 
noise, but as I was on my back I could see 
nothing but the sky and the sun. 
6. In a short time I felt a small thing 
creep up my left leg. It came over my 
chest and stood near my chin. I bent my 
eyes down as much as I could, and saw a 
small man, not half a foot high. In his 
hands he held a bow and arrows. 
7. All this time I could feel more of 
these small men come up. The sight was 
so strange to me that I gave a great shout, 
and the small people ran off in great fear. 
Some of them, as I was afterwards told, 
were much hurt by the fall they got from 
my sides to the ground. But they soon 
came back and once more stood on my 
chest to have a look at me. 
8. In a short while I broke the cords 
that bound my left arm, and, by a strong 
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pull, made loose some of the strings by 
which my hair was held fast. I could now 
turn my head on one side. I had a hope 
that I should catch some of the men, but 
when they saw what I had done they ran 
off. They sent up a great cry, and the 
next thing I knew was that arrows like 
needles were shot at me. Some stuck in 
my face and left hand. This gave me great 
pain, and I once more tried to get free ; 
but the more I did so the more arrows were 
shot at me. At last I lay still and thought 
I would wait till night, when with my left 
hand free I could no doubt get rid of the 
rest of· my bonds. 
9. I now knew by the sound of voices 
around me that a great crowd had come up. 
In a short time I heard loud knocks close to 
my ear, and found that men were at work 
on a stage there. 
10. When this was made, four men got 
on it, and one of them, who had a page 
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to hold up his train, spoke to the men on 
the ground. At once a lot of them ran up 
and cut the rest of the cords that held my 
head down ; and then the man made a long 
speech. Of course I did not know what he 
said, but, as I was faint for want of food, 
I made him know this by signs. 
11. He got down from the stage and a 
crowd of the small people came up and 
brought me all kinds of meat and bread and 
drink. All the joints were small, and I had 
to put a lot in my mouth to get a good bite. 
As for drink they brought me two casks of 
wine each of which held half a pint, and 
when I had drunk this there was no more to 
be had. It was a great joy to them to see 
me eat and drink such a lot-it was all so 
strange to them. 
12. Soon there came to me a man, whom 
from his pretty uniform I took to be an 
officer of high rank. He made a speech, 
and by signs let me know that I was to go 
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ALl BABi\. AND THE FORTY 
THIEVES 
IN a certain town in Persia there lived 
two brothers, one named Cassim, and the 
other Ali Baba. 
2. Cassim had married a rich wife, 
and lived like a lord and did nothing. 
·while Ali Baba, who had married for love, 
and not for money, had to worl{ hard for 
his living. Every day he went to cut 
wood in the forest, · loaded l1is three asses 
with it, and tl1en bro11ght it bacl( to sell in 
the town. 
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3. N o\v one day, \vhile Ali Baba 
was in tl1e forest, he noticed, far off, a 
great cloud of dust, and as it came nearer 
he saw tl1at the dust was made by a 
company of 1nen galloping along. 
'TI1ey must be robbers,' said A.li Baba 
to himself, trembling •. 
4. Ali Baba was a cautious man ; 
so liiding his asses he climbed a tree which 
stood near a great roe]{, and l1id l1imself 
among the brancl1es, wl1ere he could see 
\vithout being seen. By and by a band of 
horsemen appeared. Ali Baaa counted 
forty. When they· came under the tree, tl1ey 
all disn1ounted and began to tal{e off tl1eir 
saddle bags, which, Ali Baba, guessed, were 
tilled 'vith gold. 
5. TI1en the Captain of the band went 
up to tl1e roclr, and in a loud voice said, 
' Open Sesame.' 
And behold! a door "Tl1icl1 was hidden 
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in the roclr swung slowly open, and the 
whole band of robbers marcl1ed in. After a 
"rhile they carne out again, and the Captain 
shouted, 'Sl1ut Sesame.' r_rhe door at once 
closed behind them, and no one could have 
gt1essed tl1at there was any opening in the 
solid rocl(. 
6. As soon as tl1e robbers l1ad mount-
ed and ridden off, Ali Baba climbed quiclrly 
down, and as l1e rernerr1bered tl1e \vords he 
had l1eard, he went up to the rock 
and cried, ' Open Sesame.' 
7. The door swung \Yide open, just as 
it had done before, and Ali Baba wall\:ed 
in. He found l1in1sclf in a huge cave piled 
up 'vitl1 rich wares and great bags of gold 
and silver. He went 011t and brought his 
asses to the door, and loaded them with six 
bags ft1ll of gold, wl1ich he carefully 
covered with bundles of wood. Then he 
cried aloud, 'Shut Sesa1ne,' and the door 
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closed without a sound, and there was no 
trace of the opening left. 
8. N o'v \V hen Ali Baba arrived home, 
and his wife saw the bags of gold she 
loolced at him most sorrowfully. ' 0 my 
htisband,' she cried, ' can it be tl1at you 
have become a ' 
' No, I am not a thief,' answered Ali 
Baba, and he told her of his advent11re in 
the cave, and l1ow he had found the gold. 
9. Then the poor woman was joyful 
indeed, and began to try to count the gold 
wl1ich Ali Baba l1ad poured out of the 
bags. 
' 'rh at is a foolish thing to do,' said 
Ali Baba, ' it would tal~e weel{S to count. 
Leave it alone, and I will dig a hole in tl1e 
garden and hide it.~ 
' But it \vould surely be wiser to l{now 
how much we have,' said his wife. ' I will 
go and borrow a measure from your brother 
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Cassim, and then I can weigh the gold 
while you are digging the hole.' 
10. So she went to Cassim's house, 
and as he was out she begged his wife to 
lend her a measure. 
'vVitl1 pleagure,' answered Cassim's 
wife. But she wondered why Ali Baba 
should want a 1neast1re. So sh.e rubbed the 
bottom of the n1easure with a little lard, 
hoping that son1e of whatever was put ir1to 
it n1ight sticlt: to the bottom. 
11. Very hastily Ali Baba's wife 
went home, and h·aving measured ot1t the 
gold, carried the rneasure back to her sister-
in-law. But she never noticed that a piece 
of gold had stuck to the bottom of the 
measure. 
'What is this?' cried Cassim's wife, 
when she discovered it. 'So Ali Baba is 
too rich to count his gold7 and is obliged 
to measure it 1' 
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12. . vVI1en Cassitn came home and 
heard the story he was filled with rage, 
and went over .at once to his brother's 
house. 
' What do you mean by deceiving me?' 
he cried. 'My wife has found out that 
you l1ave so much gold that you can not 
even count it. Tell me this- moment how 
you came by it.' 
13. Ali Baba saw at once how his 
secret had been discovered, and so he told 
his brother the whole story, and even re-
peated to him the magic words, begging 
him to l{eep the secret well. 
14. Then Cassim went hotne, and 
tal\:ing twelve donlreys, set out to fi11d the 
cave which Ali Baba had pointed out. 
When he carne to it, he tied his donlreys 
outside, and then said, 'Open Sesame,' and 
at once the secret door was open ! 
15. ~-ow Cassim was a very greedy 
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CHAPTER I 
HOW DON QUIXOTE WAS KNIGHTED 
~~~M OME three or four hundred 
years ago, there lived in sunny 
Spain an old gentleman named 
Quixada, who owned a house 
and a small property near a village in La 
Man eh a. 
2. He was not married, so one of his 
young nieces, assisted by a housekeeper, 
waited upon him, did his cooking, and kept 
his home neat and clean. 
3. Quixada was tall and thin, ·but he 
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was healthy and strong, and very fond of 
hunting and all outdoor sports. He was a 
good-natured, kind-hearted man, and much 
loved by everyone who knew him. 
4. As he had nothing in the world to 
do in the shape of work, he used to spend 
most of his time in reading. The books he 
cared for more than others were about the 
knights who lived in those days of old known 
as the middle Ages. 
5. Quixada delighted in histories of 
these men, who used to wander over the 
country seeking adventures, helping anyone 
who was in distress, and fighting and killing 
all who did harm and evil in the world. 
The brave men who went about in this \vay 
were called knights-errant, and they were 
the heroes dearly loved by this Spanish 
gentleman. 
6. Now some of the books he read were 
true, but most of them were fairy tales and 
about enchanters and giants and many other 
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impossible things. But the more he read the 
more he grew fond of such tales, until at 
last he cared for nothing else, and even gave 
up his hunting, and passed his days, and even 
the best part of his nights, in reading them.· 
7. In time his mind was so wholly 
taken up in this way that he came to believe 
that he himself lived in a land of enchanters 
and giants and that it was his duty to ride 
forth on his noble steed, to the rescue of un-
happy princesses. 
8. In the lumber-room of Quixada's 
house there had lain, ever since he was born, 
a rusty old suit of armour, which had 
belonged to his great-grandfather. This was 
now got out, and Quixada spent many days 
in polishing and putting it in order. 
9. Unfortunately, there was no more 
than half of the helmet to be found, and a 
knight cannot ride forth without a helmet. 
So Quixada made the other half of strong 
pasteboard ; and to prove that it was strong 
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enough, when finished, he drew his sword 
and gave the helmet a great slash. Alas ! 
a whole week's work was ruined by that 
one stroke ; the pasteboard flew into pieces. 
This troubled Quixada sadly, but he set to 
work once more and made another helmet of 
pasteboard, lining it with thin sheets of iron, 
and it looked so well that, this time, he put 
it to no test with his sword. 
10. Now that his armour was complete, 
it occurred to him that he must -give his 
horse a name-every knight's horse should 
have a good name-and after four days 
of thinking he decided that 'Rozinante' would 
best suit the animal. 
11. Having thus given his horse a name, 
he thought that plain Quixada was not enough 
for the valiant champion he meant to become, 
so, after eight days of thinking, christened 
himself Don Quixote de La Mancha. 
12. There was but one thing more. 
Every knight he had read about ·had a lady, 
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whom he called the Mistress of his Heart, 
and for whose sake he braved all dangers 
and performed so many noble deeds. So it 
was necessary that Don Quixote should select 
some lady as the Mistress of his Heart. 
13. Near La Mancha there lived a stout 
country lass, for whom some years before 
Don Quixote had had a kind of liking. Who, 
therefore, could better take the place of the 
Mistress of his Heart? It was true that her 
name, Aldonza Lorenzo, did not- sound like 
that of a Princess or a lady of high birth ; 
so he determined in future to call her 
Dulcinea del Toboso, as Toboso was the name 
of the place she lived in. 
14. All being now ready, one morning 
Don Quixote got up before daylight, and 
without saying a word to anybody, put on his 
armour, took his sword, and spear, and 
shield, saddled ' Rozinante,' and started on 
his search for adventures. 
15. But before he had gone very far, a 
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dreadful thought struck him. He had not 
been knighted ! What was to be done ? He 
was so staggered by this thought that he 
almost. felt that he must turn back. But 
then he remembered that he had read how . 
adventurers were sometimes knighted by 
persons whom they happened to meet on the 
road. 
16. So he rode on, letting 'Rozinante' 
take which road he pleased, . that being, he 
.supposed, as good a \vay as any, of looking 
for adventures. All day he rode, to his sorrow 
'Without finding anything worth calling an 
:adventure. 
17. At last as evening began to fall, 
·and when he and his horse were both very 
weary, they came in sight of an inn. Don 
Quixote no sooner saw the inn than he fan-
cied it to be a great castle, and he halted at 
some distance from it, expecting that, as in 
days of old, a dwarf would certainly appear 
on the battlements, and, by sounding a 
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1. CINDERELLA 
I. A very long · ti1ne ago, a fair young 
girl lived with her father and mother in a 
beautiful l1orr1e in the city. Sl1e 'vas as 
happy as she was good, and her parents 
gave her all that her heart could wish. 
2. At length a sad day came. Her 
dear mother fell sick and died. About a 
year afterwards her father married again. 
He said that l1is daughter must have some 
one to tal{e care of her. Sad to say, he 
also died, and left his child without a 
friend. 
3. After that everything went wrong. 
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The new mother was often cross and 
unkind. She did not lilre the gentle child, 
who tried in every way to please her. 
4. To rnalre things worse, she had two 
daugl1ters of her own, who were just as 
cross and unlrind as she was. They were 
both older than the cl1ild of their new 
father. 
5. They made the fair young girl do all 
tl1e hard work about the l1ouse. She had 
to sweep the floors, wash the dishes, dust 
the tables and chairs, and clean all the 
grates. 
6. When her day's worlr was done, they 
would not let h·er sit with them in the best 
room. They told her to stay in the l(itchen, 
and sit in the chimney corner among tl1e 
cinders. They even called her Cinderella. 
Tl1at 1neans the cinder maid. 
7. They wore fine clothes made of sillc 
and lace, and they had many new dresses 
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and hats. Cinderella had only shabby 
clothes, and often she was dressed in rags. 
8. The two sisters slept in fine rooms 
on soft beds. They had also large lool(ing 
glasses, in which they could see themselves 
from head to foot. Cinderella had to sleep 
in a garret, and her only bed was a sack 
of straw. 
9. Now, one day, the King's son gave 
a grand ball, and all the rich people of the 
city were asl{ed to attend. Cinderella' s two 
sisters were proud and happy when they 
l(new that they were to go. 
10. As for Cir1derella, the ball · only 
meant more work for her. She had to 
help her sisters to get their fine dresses 
ready. She was 1\:ept hard at "Tork from 
morning till night, "'"hile they talked about 
nothing but their fine clothes. 
ll. When the night came for the ball 
Cinderella helped them with their hair, for 
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she had great taste, and knew how to dress 
it in the nicest way. They also lrnew tl1at 
she " ... as so good that she would do her best 
to please them. 
12. While she was busy over this, one 
of her sisters said to her,-
" Cinderella, don't you wish you were 
going to the ball to-night?" 
13. "Ah, you are only laughing at me," 
she said. ''It is not for me to go to a 
place so fine as that.'' 
"You are right," said her sisters. " Folks 
would think it a very funny thing to see a 
cinder maid at a ball.'' 
14. Before they were ready, the sisters 
were very cross. They made so much fuss, 
that they both lost their tempers, and did 
nothing but scold Cinderella. Still she was 
as good and lrind as ever, and never said a 
single cross word. 
15. At last tl1eir coach stood at the 
CINDERELI.JA 
door. They got into it, and without a 
tl1ought of the lonely girl they had left 
behind, they drove away to the palace, 
where the ball wa~s to be held. 
16. When they had gone, Cinderella sat 
down by the l(itchen fire and began to cry. 
0, how sad she felt! Every one seemed to 
have some pleasure in life while she had none. 
17. All at once a queer old woman 
came into the room. She had on her head 
a hat with a high crown, and a stick in 
her hand. She looked so funny that 
Cinderella smiled through her · tears. 
18. "I am your fairy godmother," she 
said. ''I knew that you were in trouble, 
so I came to help you. Tell me, child, 
what is the Inatter, and why do you sit 
crying there? '' 
19. '' I wish I could-1 wish I could 
--'' and that was all that Cinderella 
could say. At once she covered her face 
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with her l1ands and cried as if her heart 
would break. 
20. "I know," said the fairy, "what 
you would say. . You want to go to the 
ball.'' 
'' Yes,_ 0 yes t '' said Cinderella, sighing. 
21. '' Well,'' said the fairy, '' I l{now 
tl1at you are a good girl, and I tl1ink I can 
carry out your wishes. First of all, run 
into the garden and fetch me a pumpkin.'' 
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I. PANDORA 
ONG, long ago, when this old world 
,_ .,. ........ 
11,~;G~I was still very young, everyone was ~~~~ ha.ppy, no one "~as ever ill or 
naughty, and people did not know what 
trouble meant. 
In those da~ys there lived a boy who had 
neitl1er father nor mother. That he might not 
be lonely, a little girl, who like himself had no 
father or mother, was sent from a far country 
to live with him and be his playmate. This 
child's name was Pandora. 
The first thing that Pandora saw, when 
sl1e ca1ne to the cottage where the boy lived, 
\vas a large wooden box. ''What have you 
got i11 tl1at box? '' she asked. 
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''That is a secret," he answered; ''and 
you must not aslr any questions about it ; the 
box was left here for safety, and I do not l{now 
what is in it." 
" But who gave it to you ? " asked 
Pandora, ''and where did it come from? '' 
''That is a secret too,'' answered the boy. 
'' How tiresome ! '' exclaimed Pandora, 
pollting. ''I wish the great ugly box were out 
of the way; '' and she looked very cross. 
"Come along, and let us play games," 
said the boy ; " we 'vill not think any 1nore 
about it ; " and they ran out to play ""Tith the 
other children, · and for a time Pandora forgot 
all about the box. 
But wl1en she came back to the cottage, 
there it was in front of her, and she began to 
say to herself, " ·whatever can be inside it ? 
I wish I just knew who brought it ! " 
'' Do tell me? '' she said, turning to the 
boy, ''I know I cannot be happy till you tell 
me all about it." 
'' How can I tell you, Pandora ? '' he said. 
"I do not know any more than you do.'' 
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"Well, you could open it," said Pandora, 
"and we could see for ourselves I " 
But the boy lool\:ed so shocked at the very 
idea of opening a box that had been given to 
him in trust, that Pandora saw she had better 
not suggest such a thing again. 
" At least you can tell me how it came 
here,'' she said. 
" It 'vas left at the door," answered tl1e 
boy, ''just before yotl came, by a person 
dr~ssed in a very strange cloal\:; he had a cap 
that seemed to be partly made of featl1ers. 
It looked exactly as if he had wings.'' 
" vVhat kind of a staff had l1e ? " asked 
Pandora. 
''Oh, the most curious staff )"'"OU ever 
saw 1 " cried the boy ; " it seemed lil{e two 
serpents twisted round a sticl\:." 
" I l{_now him," said · Pandora. " It was 
Mercury ; and he brought me l1ere as "reil as 
the box. I am sure he 1neant the box for me, 
and perhaps there are pretty clothes in it for 
us to wear, and toys for us both to play 
"vith." 
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"It may be so," answered tl1e boy, turn-
ing away, "but until Mercury comes baclr and 
tells us that we may open it, neither of 11s has 
any right to lift the lid; '' and he "Tent out of 
the cottage. 
''What a stupid boy he is! '' muttered 
Pandora; ''I do ''7 ish he had a little more 
spirit.'' Then she stood gazing at the box. 
She had called it ugly, but it was really a 
very handsome box, and 'vould have been an 
orna,ment in any room. 
The box was not fastened with a lock and 
lrey like rr1ost boxes, but with a strange knot 
of gold cord. There never was a knot so 
strangely tied. 
It seemed to have no end and no begin-
ning, but was twisted so cunningly, witl1 so 
many ins and outs, that not even the cleverest 
fingers could undo it. 
Pandora looked closely at the knot to see 
how it was made. ''I really believe,'' she 
said to herself, '' that I begin to see l1ow it is 
done ; I am sure I could tie it up again after 
11ndoing it. There could be no harm in that ; 
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I need not open the box even if I undo the 
knot." 
And the longer she looked at it, the more 
she wanted to try. So she took the gold cord 
in her fingers and looked at it very closely. 
But at that moment she gave the knot a 
Jittle shake, and the gold cord undid itself as 
if by magic, and there was the box without 
any fastening. 
"This is tl1e strangest thing I have ever 
known,'' said Pandora, trembling. ''How can 
I possibly tie it up again? " 
She tried once or twice, but the knot 
would not come right ; it had untied itself so 
suddenly she could not remember at all how 
the cord had been twisted together. 
So there was nothing to be done but to 
let the box remain as it was until the boy 
should come home. 
''But,'' thought Pandora, ''when he finds 
the knot untied he will know that I have done 
it ; how shall I ever make him believe that I 
have not looked into the box?'' 
And then the naughty thought came into 
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her head that, as the boy would believe that 
she had looked into the box, she might as well 
have a little peep. 
''Yes, I must jt1st peep," said Pandora; 
" only one little peep, a11d the lid will be shut 
down as safely as ever. There cannot really 
be any harm in one little peep." 
When the boy came back to the c.ottage 
,,~hat do yotl think he saw? The naughty 
little girl had put her hand on tl1e lid of tl1e 
box and was just going to open it. 
The boy saw this quite " 7 ell, and if he 
had cried out at once it would have given 
Pandora such a fright that sl1e would have let 
go tl1e lid. 
But he was very naughty too. Although 
l1e had said very little about the box, he was 
quite as curious as Pandora was to see what 
was inside. 
If they really found anything pretty or 
of value in it, he meant to take half of it for 
himself; so that he was quite as naughty, and 
nearly as much to blame as the little girl. 
Wl1en Pandora raised the lid, the cottage 
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The Sleeping Beauty 
LONG ti1ne ago tl1ere lived a 
..,..~ ..... , ....... , ..... 
·- lring and q11een \vho \vere very 
""~'...::"'" 
sad because they had no cl1ildren ; 
but one day wl1en the qt1ee11 "ras 
-... =~~__, resting near a spring, a frog cre1)t 
out of tl1e \Vater, and said to l1er " You sl1all 
ha·ve a little girl." 
What the frog said came true. Tl1e q tleen 
had a little child who was so beautiful tl1at 
tl1e l{ing 'vished to give a party in her honotlr. 
He thot1ght he would invite ·all the wise 
-2-
women in the land, who could grant fairy 
gifts to his little cl1ild. There were tl1irteen 
of tl1ese wise 'vomen, but by some chance 
only twelve 'verc invited, and at the table 
t"'elve golde11 }Jlates 'vere set for therrt. 
After tl1e great dinner was over, the \vise 
women presented the princess with their fairy 
gifts. Tl1e first gave her goodness, the second 
beat1ty, the third richeR,· and so on tlp to 
the last ; bt1t before tl1e twelftl1 wise wornan 
could speak, i,n 'vallred the thirteenth. 
This ugly old ''roma11 was in a great rager 
because sl1e had not been invited to the feast, 
and without talring notice of any one, she 
cried in a loud voice, '' When tl1e princess is 
fifteen years old, she shall pricl( her finger 
with a spindle, and shall fall down dead.'' 
Then, 'vitl1out another 'vord, the evil woman 
left tl1e room. 
At these words, every one turned pale 
with frigl1t ; but the t'velfth 'vise woman, 
wl1o had not yet spolcen, now came up, and 
said: ''I cannot stop this 'voman's evil wish; 
I can only soften it. Tl1e Icing's child sl1all 
-3-
not die, b11t a deep sleep shall fall upon 
her, in wl1ich she sl1all stay one hundred 
' ' years. 
The little cl1ild 'vas so beat1tful, lrind, and 
good, tl1at no one \Vl1o saw her could help 
loving her. As sl1e grew older, the l{ing 
and queen began to feel very unhappy, and 
or(lered that all the spindles in the l{ingdom 
shot1ld be burned. 
N O\V, as it happened, on the very day that 
the princess \vas fifteen years old, the king 
and queen were a\vay from home, and · she 
\vas quite alone in tl1e castle. The maiden 
ran abo11t over the wh.ole place, lool~ing jnto 
all the rooms and halls, just as her fancy led her. 
At last she came to an old tower, and at 
the top of a "',inding stair, she saw a little 
door. In the loclr was a rt1sty lr.ey. When 
she turned it, the old door flew open, and 
tl1ere in a small room sat an old . woman 
witl1 her spindle spir1ning flax. 
''Good morning, Gra11dma,'' said the 
princess, nodding l1er head, ''what is that 
f11nny tl1ing tl1at jumps about so ? " and she 
-4-
held out l1er hand to talre tlle spindle. rfhen 
it came abo11t as the evil woman l1ad foretold. 
The princess priclred her finger "\vith the 
::~·~/'P.("\1):~~~1 ·i i! ' .·: r<,~t!!,1·~~·tJ::t'ft~~ . ' ! '! 
:~1, fi.\\rJ.~ii·NJ~~:~;~'!m'lmn ~ 
spindle, and at 
once she fell 
upon the bed 
which was near, 
and lay as if 
dead~ in a deep 
sleep. 
This sleep 
can1e not only 
upon the prin-
cess, but spreacl 
over tl1e whole 
castle. The 
l~ing and qt1een, 
wl1o had just 
come home, fell 
asleep, and all 
their lords and ladies with them ; the horses 
went to sleep in the stables ; the dogs in tl1e 
yard ; the doves 011 tl1e roof; the flies on tl1e 
wall ; yes, eve11 the fire that burned in the 
-5-
fireplace grew still and slept. The meat 
stopped roasting before the fire ; the cook in 
tl1e kitchen, who vvas just going to box the 
ears of the stable-boy, let her hand drop, and 
sank to sleep. Outside the castle the wind 
wa.s still, and upon the trees not a leaf 
stirred. 
In a few hours there sprang up arou11d 
the castle a hedge of thorn bt1shes, which 
year by year grevv higher and higher, until 
at last notl1ing of the castle could be seen 
above it ; not even the roof, nor the chi1nneys, 
nor the flag on the tower. 
So tl1e )rears went by, and the story of 
the Sleeping Beauty, as the princess "ras 
called, "'ras l{nown all over the kingdo1n. 
As time went on many kings' sons can1e 
and tried to get tl1rough the hedge of tl1orn 
bushes ; but this they could not do. The 
sharp thorns seemed to have hands, which 
held the young men so fast that they could 
neither go forward nor backward, and they 
all died a sad death. 
After many, many years, a prince came to the 
·- 6-
kingdom, and heard an old man tell the 
story of the castle with its Sleeping Beauty. 
He also told what danger lay in the great 
hedge of tl1orn bushes, but tl1e young prince 
was not afraid, and said, ''I will go and 
see the beautiful sleeping princess.'' The 
good old man did everything in his power 
to stop the prince, but the young mar1 
wot1ld not listen to his words. 
Now it l1appened that tl1e hundred years 
of the magic spell were just ended, and the 
day had come when the sleeping princess 
was to wal{e up again. 
As tl1e prince came to the hedge of thorn 
bt1shes, it was in ft1ll bloom, and covered 
"Tith beautiful flowers. When lo ! before 
him, through the deep hedge, there opened 
a wide road, and so without danger he came 
to tl1e gates of the castle. 
ln the cot1rtyard tl1e prince saw the horses 
and dogs lying fast asleep ; on the roof sat the 
doves with their heads under their wings ; 
and when he went into the castle, the cook 
and the stable-boy, ar1d even the flies on 
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The Daisy 
~~~~ ... ~-- ~ ISTEN to my story ! 
I In the country, close by tl1e road-
side, there stands a summer-hollse-
you must certainly l1ave seen it. In 
front is a little garden full of flowers, 
enclosed by white palings; and on a bank outside 
tl1e palings there grew, amidst the freshest green 
grass, a little Daisy. The sun shone as brightly and 
warmly upon tl1e Daisy as upon the splendid large 
flowers witl1in the garden, and therefore it grew 
hourly, so tl1at one morning it stood fully open, 
witl1 its delicate white gleaming leaves, which, like 
rays, surrounded the little yellow sun in their centre. 
It never occurred to the little :flower that any one 
-2-
sa\v her, hidden as she was among the grass. She 
was quite contented ; she turned towards the warm 
sun, looked at it, and listened to the Lark who 
was singing in the air. 
The Daisy was as happy as if it were the day of 
some high festival, and yet it was only Monday. 
The children were at school ; and whilst they sat 
upon their forms, and learned their lessons, the 
little flower upon her green stallt learned from the 
warm sun, and everything around her, how good 
God is. Meanwhile the little .Lark expressed clearly 
and beautifully all she felt in silence ! And the 
flower looked up with a sort of reverence to the 
l1appy bird who could fly and sing; it did not 
distress her that she could not do the same. '' I 
can see and listen,'' thought she; ''the sun shines 
on me, and the wind kisses me. Oh, how richly 
am I blessed ! '' 
There stood within the palings several grand, 
stiff-looking flowers; the less fragrance they had 
the more airs they gave themselves. The Peonies 
puffed themselves out, in order to make themselves 
larger than tl1e Roses. The Tulip3 had the gayest 
colours of all; they were perfectly aware of it, and 
held themselves as straight as candles, that very 
-3-
might be the better seen. They took no notice at 
all of the little flower outside the palings ; but she 
looked all the more at them, thinl{ing, ''How 
rich and beautiful they are ! Yes, that noble bird 
will surely fly down and visit them. How happy 
am I, who live so near them, and can see their 
beauty!" Just at that moment, "Quirrevit !" the 
Larl{ did fly down, but he came not to the Peonies 
or the Tulips : no, he flew down to the poor little 
Daisy in the grass, who was almost frightened from 
pure joy, and knew not what to tl1ink: she was so 
surprised. 
The little bird hopped about, and sang, " Oh, how 
soft is this grass ! and what a sweet little flower 
blooms here, with its golden heart and silver gar-
ment!'' for tl1e yellow centre of the Daisy looked 
just like gold, and the little petals around gleamed 
silver white. 
How happy the little Daisy was ! no one can 
imagine how happy. The bird kissed her with his 
beak, sang to her, and then flew up again into the 
blue sky. It was a full quarter of an hour ere the 
flower recovered herself. Half ashamed, and yet 
completely happy, she looked at the flowers in the 
garden; they must certainly be aware of the honour 
-4-
and happiness that had been conferred upon her, 
they 1nust know how delighted she was. But the 
Tulips held themselves twice as stiff as before, and 
their faces grew quite red with anger. As to the 
thiclr-headed Peo11ies, it was, indeed, well tl1at they 
could not speak, or the little Daisy would have 
l1eard something not very pleasant. The poor 
little flower could see well that they were in an ill-
11umour, and she was much grieved at it. Soon 
after, a girl came into the garden with a l{nife 
sl1arp and bright ; sl1e went up to the Tulips and 
cut off one after another. '' U gl1 ! tl1at is l1orrible,'' 
sighed tl1e Daisy ; '' it is now all ove1· with them." 
The girl then went away witl1 the T1.1lips. How 
glad was the Daisy that she grew in the grass 
outside the palings, and was a despised little flo\ver! 
She felt 1·eally thankful ; and wl1en the sun set, sl1e 
folded her leaves, \Vent to sleep, and dream-ed all 
night of tl1e sun and the beautiful bird. 
The next 1norning, when our little flower, fresh 
and cheerful, again spread out all her white leaves 
in the brigl1t sunshine and clear blue air, she heard 
the voice of the bird; but he sung so mournfully. 
Alas ! tl1e poor Lark had good reason for sorrow ; 
he had been caught, and put into a cage close by 
-5-
the open window. He sang of the joys of a free 
and unrestrained flight; he sang of the young green 
corn in the fields, and of the pleasure of being 
borne up by his wings in the open air. The poor 
bird vv-as certainly very unhappy-he sat a prisoner 
in l1is narrow cage! 
The little Daisy would so willingly have helped 
hi1n, but how could she ? Ah, that she knew not ; 
she quite forgot how beautiful \Vas all around ·her, 
how warmly the sun shone, how pretty and white 
were her leaves. Alas! she could only think of the 
imprisoned bird-whom it was not in her power to 
help. 
All at once two little boys came out of the 
garden ; one of tl1em had a knife in his hand, as 
large and as sharp as that \vith \vhich the girl had 
cut the Tulips. Tl1ey went up straight to the little 
Daisy, who could not imagine what they wanted. 
''Here we can cut a nice piece of turf for the 
Lark," said one of the boys; .and he began to cut 
deep all round the Daisy, leaving her in the centre. 
''Tear out the flower,'' said the other boy; 
and the little Daisy trembled all over for fear ; for 
she knew that if she were torn out she would die, 
and she wished so much to live, as she was to be 
-6-
put into the cage with the imprisoned Lark. 
"No, leave it alone!" said the first, "it looks 
so pretty;'' and so she was let alone, and was put 
into the Lark's cage. 
But the poor bird loudly lamented tl1e loss of 
his freedom, and beat his wings against the iron 
bars of his cage ; and the little flovver could not 
speak-could not say a single word of comfort to 
him, much as she wished to do so. Thus passed 
the whole morning. 
''There is no water ha1·e !'' sang the captive 
Lark; "they have all gone out and forgotten me; 
not a drop of water to drink I my throat is dry 
and burning ! there is fire and ice within me, and 
the air is so heavy ! Alas ! I must die; I must 
leave the warm sunshine, the fresh green trees, and 
all the beautiful things which God has created!'' 
And then he pierced his beak into the cool grass, 
in onier to refresh himself a little-and his eyes 
fell upon the Daisy, and the bird bowed to her. 
and said, " Thou, too, wilt wither here, thou poor 
little flower ! Tl1ey have given me thee, and the 
piece of green around thee, instead of the whole 
vvorld which I possessed before ! Every little blade 
of grass is to be to me a green tree, thy every 
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I. THE WHITE CAT. 
I-IERE 'vas once a l{ing wl1o had 
three sons. 
2. 011e day he said to tl1em, 
''My dear sons; I am very old no,~v·, and 
soon shall die. One of yo11 must be king 
''Tl1en I am dead. Btlt you are all so good, 
and so l{ind, that I do not kno'v which of 
you to choose. So I want you to set off at 
or1ce, and the one that can bring me back 
the best horse shall be lring after me. Go 
IlO\v, and co1r1e baclr in a year.'' 
3. So tl1e three sons set off that very 
da}r. 
2 BY THE HE.ARTH AND IN TI-IE FIELD 
Tl1ey rode along till they came to a place 
where three roads met. They said "Good-
bye '' to each other. 
4. One took the road that led to tl1e 
town. One toolr the road that led to tl1e 
sea. 
5. And the other took the road that led 
to the wood. This Prince rode on and on 
till night came, and it grew darl( in the 
wood. He began to fear that he 'vas lost. 
But at last he saw a light. 
6. He rode up to tl1e light, and found 
that it came from the window of a big 
Castle. So he got off . his horse and went 
up to the door. 
7. A horn hung by the side of the door. 
Tl1e Prince blew the horn and the door 
opened. 
8. He went in, but could see no one, 
till at last he came to a room 'vhere there 
was a w·hite Cat. She sat by the fire in 
THE WHITE CAT 3 
a gold chair. 
9. ''How do you do, Prince?'' said she. 
''I am very glad to see you.. Will you 
l1a.v·e supper witl1 me ? '' 
10. " Thank you very much," said the 
Prince, for he was very hungry. So the 
Prince and the Wl1ite Cat sat down to 
supper. 
11. It was a very nice supper. They 
l1ad soup, and fish, and meat, and fruit, 
and cake, and wine. 
12. Each dish of food flew in at the door, 
a11d took its place on tl1e table. So did 
tl1e spoons and the forks. So did the salt 
and the pepper. And \vhen tl1e Prince and 
tl1e ·white Cat had done supper, all tl1e dirty 
plates flew away to the kitchen. 
13. The Prince \Vas very sleepy after 
his. long ride. So he went to bed and was 
soon fast asleep. )Vhen he went down stairs 
in the morning he sat down to table with 
4 BY Tl-IE HEARTH AND IN THE FIELD 
tl1e vVhite Cat, but no one else did he see. 
14. The tea-pot, the toast, the harn and 
the eggs fle,v in, jt1st as the things l1ad done 
tl1e night before. 
15. '' vVould you like to see my garden? 1 ' 
said tl1e vVl1ite Oat. '' Yes, please ! '' said 
the Prince. 
16. Then tl1e vVhite Cat led tl1e way to 
tl1e garden, and a very nice garden it was. 
. 17. '' As you lil(e it so much,'' said tl1e 
Wl1ite Cat, " you may stay here as long as 
yotl ""'ish." So tl1e Prince stayed in tl1e 
castle a long time. 
18. But one day he said, " I must soon 
leave you." 
''Why is that? " said the White Cat. 
Then the Prince told her how he must 
seek tl1e best horse in tl1e world for the King. 
19. "Is that all?'' said the ·vVhite Cat. 
'' Stay here "-ritl1 rne, a11d I ·will see that you 
have it in tin1e." 
THE WHITE CAT 5 
20. At last the day came that the Prince 
must go. The White Cat took him to the 
stable. ''Open the door,'' said she. The 
Prince did so, and there stood a horse as 
white as snow. 
21. ''Thank you, dear Cat,'' said the 
Prince. 
He got on the horse, and away it went 
like the wind. He soon got home, and there 
l1e found his two brothers. 
22. One had a big brown horse, and the 
other had a fine black horse. 
23. But when the old King sa",. the three 
horses, he said, ''They are all very nice, 
but the white horse is the best. And now, 
my dear sons, I must ask you to go once 
more. This time you must seek for the most 
tiny dog in tl1e world." · 
24. So they all rode away, and the Prince 
soon got back to the White Oat's castle. 
25. She was very glad to see him, and 
6 BY THE HEARTH AND IN THE FIELD 
said, ''Stay with me for a year, and I will 
give you a tiny dog to take to the King.'' 
So the Prince stayed with her, and tl1ey were 
very happy. 
26. When it was time for him to go 
back, the V)fiite Cat gave the Prince a nut. 
" Crack this," she said, " and you ·will find 
what you want." 
27. When the Prince got home, he found 
his two brothers there before him. They 
each had a tiny dog. "Have you not found 
a dog?" they said to the Prince. 
28. The Prince tool{ the nut, and held 
it to his ear. He could hear the little dog 
bark very softly, "Bow, wow! Bow, wow, 
wow ! '' Wl1en the nut was cracked, a tiny 
dog lay in the sl1ell. 
29. The King said, ''It is much the best; 
but I must ask you, my dear sons, to ride 
once more. This time you must seek the 
most lovelJ~ .lad~y· in the world.'' So they 
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UNION FOURTH READER 
(SELECTED) 
LESSON I 
TRUE HEROISM1 
Osborne. 
1. I shall never forget a lesson which I 
received when quite a young lad, while 
attending an Academy. Among my school-
mates were Hartly and Vincent. They were 
both older than myself, and Vincent was 
looked up to, as a sort of leader in matters 
of opinion, 2 and in directing our sports. 
2. He was not, at heart, a malicious3 
boy ; but he had a foolish ambition4 of being 
thought witty and sarcastic ;5 and he made 
himself feared by a habit of turning things 
into ridicule. He seemed to be constantly 
1. bravery; courage. 4. eager desire. 
2. disputable points. 5. severe; cutting. 
3. ill-disposed; resentful. 
2 UNION FOURTH READER 
looking out for something to occur, which he 
could turn into derision. 1 
3. Hartly was a new scholar, and little 
was known of him among the boys. One 
morning as we were on our way to school, he 
was seen driving a cow along the road toward 
the pasture. A group of boys, among whom 
was Vincent, met him as he was passing. 
4. ''Now," said Vincent, ''let us have 
a little sport with our country rustic." So 
saying, he exclaimed : '' Halloo, Jonathan !~ 
what is the price of the milk? What do you 
feed her on ? What will you take for all the 
gold on her horns ? Boys, if you want to see 
the latest Paris style, look at those boots !" 
5. Hartly waved his hand at us with a 
pleasant smile, and, driving the cow to the 
field, took down the bars of a rail-fence, saw 
her safely in the pasture, and then, putting 
up the bars, came and entered the school 
with the rest of us. After school, in the 
afternoon, he let out the cow, and drove her 
away, none of us knew where. Every day, 
for two or three weeks, he went through 
the same task. 
1. ridicule. 
2. A title frequently applied to the Yankees by the English. 
TRUE HEROISM 3 
6. The boys who attended the Academy, 
were nearly all the sons of wealthy parents, 
and some of them were foolish enough to 
look down, with a sort of disdain, upon a 
scholar who had to drive a cow to pasture ; 
and the sneers and jeers of Vincent were 
often repeated. 
7. One day, he refused to sit next to 
Hartly in school, on a pretense that he did 
not like the odor of the barn. Sometimes he 
would inquire of Hartly after the cow's health, 
pronouncing the word '' ke-ow," after the 
manner of some people. 
8. Hartly bore all these silly attempts 
to wound his feelings and annoy him, with 
the utmost good nature. He never once 
returned an angry look or word. One time, 
Vincent said : ''Hartly, I suppose your father 
intends to make a milkman of you." 
9. ''Why not?'' said Hartly. '' Oh, 
nothing," said Vincent ; ''only do not leave 
much water in the cans after rinsing them-
that's all !" The boys laughed, and Hartly, 
not in the least mortified, replied : '' Never 
fear; if I ever rise to be a milkman, I will 
give good measure and good milk too." 
10. A few days after this conversation, 
4 UNION FOURTH READER 
there was a public exhibition, at which a 
number of ladies and gentlemen from the 
city, was present. Prizes were awarded by 
the Principal of the Academy, and Hartly 
and Vincent each received one; for, in respect 
to scholarship, they were about equal. 
11. After the prizes were distributed, 
the Principal remarked that there was one 
prize, consisting of a medal, which was rarely 
awarded, not so much on account of its great 
value, as because the instances are rare that 
merit it. It is THE PRIZE FOR HEROISM. The 
last boy on whom it was conferred, 1 was 
Master Manners, who, three years ago, 
rescued2 the blind girl from drowning. 
12. The Principal then said, '' With the 
permission of the company, I will relate a short 
story. Not long since, some boys were flying 
a kite in the street, just as a poor boy on 
horseback rode by, on his way to mill. The 
horse took fright, and threw the boy, injuring 
him so badly that he was carried home, and 
confined for some \veeks to his bed. 
13. '' None of the boys 'v-ho had caused 
the disaster, 3 followed to learn the fate of 
the wounded boy. There was one, however, 
1. bestowed. 2. saved; preserved. 3. calamity. 
TRUE HEROISM 5 
who witnessed the accident from a distance, 
and went to render what service he could. 
He soon learned that the wounded boy was 
the grandson of a poor widow, whose only sup-
port consisted in selling the milk of a fine 
cow, of which she was the owner. 
14. ''Alas ! what could she now do? 
She was old and lame, and her grandson, on 
whom sh.e depended to drive the cow to 
pasture, was now sick and helpless. 'Never 
mind, good woman,' said the boy, 'I can 
drive your cow.' With thanks, the poor 
widow accepted his offer. 
15. ''But the boy's kindness did not stop 
here. Money was wanted to purchase medi-
cine. 'I have money that my mother sent 
me. to buy a pair of boots,' said the boy ; 
'but I can do without them for the present.' 
16. '' 'Oh, no !' said the old lady, 'I 
can not consent to that; but here is a pair 
of cowhide boots that I bought for Henry, 
who can not wear them. If you will buy 
them, giving me what they cost, I can get 
along · very well.' The boy bought the boots, 
clumsy as they were, and has worn them up 
to this time. 
17. ''VVhen the other boys of the 
6 UNION FOURTH READER 
Academy saw this scholar driving a cow to 
the pasture, he was assailed with lau,ghter 
and ridicule. His thick cowhide boots, in 
particular, were ·made matters of mirth. 
_But he kept on cheerfully and · bravely, day 
after day, driving the widow's cow to the 
pasture, and wearing his thick boots, contented 
in the ·thought that he was doing right, not 
caring for all the jeers and sneers that could 
be uttered. 
18. '' He never undertook to explain 
why he drove the cow ; for he was not 
inclined1 to display his charitable motives, and 
besides, in heart, he had no sympathy 2 with 
the false pride that looks with ridicule on 
any useful employment. It was by mere 
accident that his course of conduct and self-
denial, was yesterday discovered by his 
teacher. 
19. ''And now, ladies and gentlemen, I 
appeal to you. Was there · not true heroism in 
this boy's conduct? Nay, Master Hartly, do 
not steal out of sight behind the blackboard ! 
You were not ashamed of ridicule-you must 
not shun praise. Come forth, come .. forth, 
1. disposed. 2. fellow-feeling. 
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CHAPTER ·V 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF HEROES 
IF we knew what a man really admires, we 
might form some guess as to what sort of a man he 
is, or at least as to what sort of a man he is lil(ely 
to be. This, of course, · applies only to moral 
qualities ; since a very plain person, for example, r; 
may admire beauty, and a weal( person may admire 
strength, all the more for not possessing it. 
Even so far as moral qualities are concerned, 
the principle has exceptions which we need not 
consider here. There is truth enough in it to show 1e 
that it is of great importance to consider what are 
the qualities that we really admire. 
An Indian was once looking at some portraits 
of other' Indians. There was one which represented 
a person of mild and thoughtful character. It was 15 
the one which we perhaps should have selected as 
the most pleasing of them all. But the savage did 
not like it. That, he thought, was a pretty poor 
l{ind of Indian. There was another picture that 
represented a chief who was stern and fierce; who 20 
seemed as if he would shrink from no act of cruelty. 
16 
CHAPTER VIII 
EDUCATION AS A DUTY 
WE have seen that the ambition to mal{e the 
most and the best of one's self is worthy of all praise. 
One of the most important helps in accomplishing 
this end is education. To obtain an education so 
far as is possible is thus one of the first duties which 1 
one owes to one's self. 
By education, I mean the teacl1ing which one 
may receive at home, at school, at college or else-
where, and also that which one may give to one's self. 
Boys and girls go to school,-some because to 
they have to, and some as a mere matter of course. 
Perhaps very few asl\: themselves what is the real 
good of going to school. Tl1is I will now try to 
explain. 
Men differ from the lower a11imals, in part, be- t5 
cause whatever one generation of men gains is 
passed on· to th.e next, so that each starts with some 
little advantage over the one that went before it. 
Each generation of animals, so far as we now 
l{now th.em, starts just where the former generation 20 
started. 
84 
CHAPTER XVIII · 
TRUTH AND HONESTY 
WE have seen tl1at men are bound to society 
by obedience, love, and usefulness. There are 
certain virtues growing out of these principles, and 
certain vices corresponding to these, a few of which 
we will now co11sider. 
Prominent among these virtues are those of 
truth and honesty. To these are opposed the vices 
of lying and cheating. 
Society is like a building, which stands firn1 
when its foundations are strong and all its timbers 1a 
are sound. The man who cannot be trusted is to 
society \tvhat a bit of rotten timber is to a house. 
How often we see the effects of dishonesty in 
the building of houses. Every now and then \tve 
read of some great crash, which has occurred 1s 
because the contractor \tvho was putting up a 
building had been dishonest. He had used poor 
material, or had put his material carelessly to-
gether. So the building falls perhaps even before 
it is finished. 20 
Poor worl\: is bad enough; but what the man 
80 
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